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Abstract:
A virtual reality(VR) environment is defined as a computer generated representation of reality
that is sensitive to the actions of its observer. As the computing power of our machines follows
an ever growing trend, the simulation power of our VR applications and their impact on the
development of our society continues to grow in a remarkable fashion. Along with our computing
capabilities, the data that needs to be spatially manipulated continuously increases in size and
diversity. To keep up with this trend of increasing complexity we need to develop new 3D user
interfaces (3DUIs) that allow users to employ the full manipulative capabilities of their natural hand
gestures when manipulating such data. Today we can approach this goal by tracking the natural
hand gestures of our users and inferring their manipulative intentions. However, human natural
hand gestures exhibit a large variability that is aggravated by hand placement inaccuracies and
body tracking uncertainties. Additionally, there is a non-unique mapping between human gestures
and the underlying manipulative intentions.
In this dissertation I lay out the foundation of a general manipulative intention inference frame-
work. New metrics are proposed for quantifying a set of human behavioral cues that characterize
general goal directed actions. The relationship between these behavioral cues and a user’s ma-
nipulative intent is modeled using machine learning techniques in novel fashion. The practical
value of these techniques is demonstrated by developing new virtual object manipulation methods
that are driven by intention inference. By means of intention inference, the proposed interaction
techniques automatically adapt to the user’s subjective needs for various enhancements such as
hand placement fault tolerance and hand positioning precision enhancement. The performance of
the resulting virtual object manipulation techniques has been tested in a statistically significant
Frol Periverzov - University of Connecticut, 2016
manner by means of user studies.
The work presented here advances the state of the art in 3DUIs towards more user-friendly or
even person centered user interfaces by developing user adaptable interfaces driven by intention
inference. This can dramatically shorten the time required by a novice user to start performing
efficient virtual object manipulations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In general terms, a virtual reality (VR) environment is defined as a computer gener-
ated representation of reality that is sensitive to the actions of its observer [1]. As the
computing power of our machines follows an ever growing trend, the simulation power
of our VR applications and their impact on the development of our society continues
to grow in a remarkable fashion. The CAD/CAE environments used in mechanical,
chemical, electrical, optical and other engineering fields are notorious examples. VR
developments are changing various other domains like digital arts and entertainment,
physics and human sciences (psychology, pedagogy, medicine) etc.
Simulation is the central purpose of any VR system. Simulations are not only
used to represent reality but also to evaluate hypotheses about reality. Interestingly,
in this hypothesis evaluation process we can incorporate ground truth, or real factors,
that cannot be accurately defined. For example, the human behavior, the particle
or/and wave behavior of light etc. Due to the interactive character of a VR simulation
such real factors can be measured online and dynamically influence the outcome of
the simulation by becoming an active part of the simulation process. As we can see,
high fidelity interfaces between real factors and virtual environments open the door
towards a new type of tools for exploring the unknown.
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Along with our computing power the complexity of our simulations increases, and
therefore, the data that needs to be spatially manipulated increases in size and di-
versity. To keep up with this trend of increasing complexity we need to develop new
3DUIs that allow users to employ the full manipulative capabilities of their natu-
ral hand gestures1 when manipulating the 3D data. Software giants, such as Apple,
Google and Microsoft, have patented their concepts of a 3D desktop interface for their
operating systems, and the gaming industry appears to have the lead in commercial-
izing novel 3DUIs for interaction with spatial data. The common agreement seems
to be that human gestures form a powerful paradigm for building more intuitive 3D
user interfaces for manipulating synthetic spatial information.
This, of course, is not at all surprising. We start ’waving’ our hands and use hand
gestures to interact with our 3D environment before we can speak. Later on, we use
hand gestures when we tell stories, or provide nuances or deeply embedded categories
of meaning (Figure 1.1), and there is data showing that hand gestures are closely
related to our spatial perception and visualization [3].
Figure 1.1: Hand gestures have deeply embedded categories of meaning [4].
Consequently, one can conjecture that one of the most promising 3DUI paradigms
for manipulating 3D information is one in which the user interacts with the spatial
data with his/her bare hands, i.e., without the need of wearable hardware.
1In this manuscript the term natural hand gesture refers to those hand gestures that are commonly
performed by people while trying to manipulate physical objects. A more detailed discussion can
be found in [2].
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There is a large amount of effort being spent on developing hand gesture-based
3DUIs for manipulating 3D information, and the available technologies are evolving
rapidly. The earlier techniques used 2D images and required the user to wear wired or
wireless hardware, which has been proving cumbersome and ergonomically challenging
for any spatial tasks of reasonable complexity. On the other hand, the advances in
computing power and computer vision hardware and software opened the door to
novel 3DUIs that do not require wearable hardware, and hence, they do not restrict
the hand movement. Nevertheless, these methods can be computationally expensive,
and can be influenced by many of the standard environmental factors that affect the
performance of computer vision systems.
Building fully automated systems for tracking and recognizing natural hand ges-
tures and intentions requires robust and efficient 3D imaging techniques as well as
potent shape classifiers. These tasks require hardware and software that must handle
several key issues:
• Managing the frequent finger/hand occlusions;
• Embedding robustness against changing illumination conditions and background
appearance;
• High-speed sensing: common human hand gestures may exhibit translational
speeds up to 8 m/s and angular speeds up to 300 degrees/second[5, 6];
• Sensing resolution: hands and fingers have a relatively small size compared to
the upper and lower limbs and fingers are often clustered;
• Modeling complex hand movements: the high-dimensionality of the models used
for gesture recognition;
• Complex gesture semantics: gestures can be static, dynamic or both; are intrin-
sically ambiguous; vary from person to person as well as execution contexts.
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Hence, any systems designed to track and recognize hand gestures must generate
and handle large amounts of data in an efficient manner in order to minimize latency,
and must be robust against changing environments as well as partial occlusions. By
tracking and recognizing human gestures we can build interfaces that enhance users’
ability to express themselves and manipulate virtual objects.
The existing methods for grasping and manipulating virtual objects without using
hand held devices show two main trends and one of them heavily relies on recogniz-
ing symbolic gestures. More specifically this class of approaches includes methods
in which the manipulation tasks are triggered by symbolic gestures such as a thumb
up gesture used for object selection. We will use the term symbolic methods to refer
to this class of techniques. The second group of approaches include those in which
the interaction with the virtual objects relies primarily on simulating the effect of
the contact forces that occur between the model of the hand and the virtual objects.
We refer to this class of approaches as physics dominant methods. The simulations
mentioned above requires accurate hand placement and collision detection. If we aim
at avoiding the use of held devices that constrain the manipulation capabilities of our
natural hand gestures the requirements listed above become prohibitive for reasons
explained in section 1.1. Also, the freedom of expression offered by the symbolic tech-
niques is not sufficient to enable our users to employ the full manipulative capabilities
of their natural hand gestures unless the system is capable to interpret users’ natural
hand gestures and infer their manipulative intentions.
In this thesis I demonstrate that, by relying on body tracking techniques based
on 3D imaging along with adequate machine learning methods, we can robustly infer
the manipulative intentions of the user while natural hand gestures are employed to
manipulate and assemble virtual objects.
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1.1 Challenges
Several important challenges need to be overcome in this endeavor. First, it is well-
known that without physical support and/or haptic feedback, the user has difficulties
in placing and holding his/her hands at the precise location required for virtual ma-
nipulation [7, 8, 9]. A common consequence of this problem is the penetration of the
virtual objects that the user intends to grasp [10]. To alleviate this issue, the 3DUI
must tolerate hand positioning imprecision and compensate for the lack of haptic
feedback during the virtual object manipulation procedure. At the same time, such
a system should afford the user a detailed space/depth perception.
The second important group of challenges is posed by the inherent noise and
uncertainties that affect the 3D imaging methods and the related stochastic tracking
algorithms. These tracking uncertainties occur mainly for parts of the body that are
affected by occlusion, imaging noise, low reflectivity, light glare, or body parts that
cannot be distinguished from others due to the perceived similarities caused by low
imaging resolution or other factors.
Furthermore, the natural gestures used to perform the same manipulation tasks
show large variability when executed by different people or even when performed by
the same person but in different manipulation contexts. For example, you can look
at the various ways in which an object can be grasped [11], pushed, etc. This large
gesture variance, magnified by the effects of the aforementioned tracking uncertainties
and hand placement faults, is increasing the ambiguity of the observed gestures and,
therefore, the difficulty of the gesture classification task, particularly when it has to
be accomplished online, in real time.
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1.1.1 Virtual Object Selection
The selection task is one of the most common duties of our daily life. We select/choose
our paths, our goals or objects of interest each time we decide to pursue a goal
or to interact with this abstract object called ”goal”. Similarly, the selection of
virtual objects is a common task of paramount importance for any virtual object
manipulation process. The efficiency of the selection procedure directly impacts the
performance of all other manipulation tasks such as virtual assembly. In this thesis
I propose a new selection method that allows users to employ natural hand gestures
in free space to select virtual objects. This virtual object selection method facilitates
the manipulation of virtual objects by means of natural hand gestures, and does
not require the use of any hand held devices that would constrain the manipulative
capabilities of the user’s hands.
To achieve these, we resolve the challenges listed in section 1.1 in a novel man-
ner. The proposed virtual object selection technique identifies the objects that are
targeted during the selection process by relying on a set of behavioral cues that have
been documented in the neuropsychology literature for general goal directed actions.
Such behavioral cues enable our method to tolerate hand placement and tracking
faults. Some of the cues documented so far include facial cues [12], action efficiency
[13, 14], action persistence [15, 16], effort invested, action duration [16], etc. By
means of user studies we evaluate the relevance of two of the most promising cues
in the context of the virtual object selection tasks. Specifically, our action efficiency
cue estimates the effort required to select an object, while our action persistence be-
havioral cue estimates the level of perseverance with which the user tries to select a
particular object. User studies show that by relying on the action efficiency cue our
method affords the selection of objects that have their largest dimensions as small as
0.6 cm even when they are located in environments in which the distance to neighbor-
ing objects is approximately 0.1cm. Furthermore, embedding the action persistence
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cue along with the previous behavioral cue into our selection method enables users
to select objects 45% faster and more efficiently than the case in which the action
persistence cue is removed. The persistence cue allows our methods to detect the tar-
geted objects during challenging selection tasks, when users show jittery or hesitant
hand movements, in spite of the tracking noise that affects our system.
1.1.2 Gesture Recognition and Intention Inference
The aforementioned gesture variability that becomes aggravated by the unavoidable
hand placement and body tracking faults, makes the gesture recognition endeavor
a challenging task. In this thesis I propose the use of characteristic behavioral cues
that have been documented in the neuropsychology literature for specific manipulative
intentions and gestures to develop metrics for classifying the observed hand movement
into motion primitives corresponding to manipulative gestures. I demonstrate the
practical advantages offered by these behavioral cues by developing new virtual object
manipulation techniques based on them. The proposed techniques are designed to
compensate for the tracking instabilities introduced by the imaging methods, and for
the problem of the loss in hand positioning precision shown by users in these virtual
environments.
To achieve these we perform the action/task segmentation by employing an effi-
cient task boundary2 detection approach which uses the behavioral cues shown during
general arm reaching motion as our boundary features. As shown in the section 5.1,
the arm reaching movement proves to be a good action segmentation feature for gen-
eral object manipulation, such as assembly tasks, as well as in more common activities
such as placing a virtual mug on a virtual table.
2The term task boundary refers to the boundary of the time interval corresponding to a specific
gesture.
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1.1.3 Virtual Object Assembly
In order to enable users to assemble virtual objects in a natural manner, our system
needs to estimate which are the elements of the manipulated objects that our users
intend to couple, as well as the particular manner in which they intend to couple these
elements. The coupling elements are geometric primitives like faces, edges and vertices
which can be used to build 3D objects of arbitrary complexity. It is worth noting
that in the case when we attempt to predict the fashion in which the user intends to
assemble two simple parallelepipeds or brick models, there are 52 coupling elements
that can join in hundreds of different ways. In the context of the aforementioned
hand placement and body tracking faults, estimating the manner in which the user
intends to assemble virtual objects becomes a complex problem.
To estimate the particular manner in which our users intend to assemble virtual
objects, we model their behavior in a novel fashion. Namely I use a CRF probabilistic
graphical model whose potential functions are defined based on behavioral cues that
are representative for general goal directed actions. In order to evaluate the strength
of such behavioral cues I have developed a set of new metrics. The resulting technique
enables natural virtual object assembly procedures in which every geometric primitive
of the manipulated object can be coupled with any other geometric primitive. The
performance of the proposed constraint recognition method has been tested by means
of user studies and the results show that this method offers a success rate 25.78%
higher than current state of the art alternatives.
1.2 Summary of Contributions
The virtual object manipulation methods that I propose in this thesis incorporate
and balance the strengths of the physics dominant manipulation techniques and the
symbolic manipulation methods while alleviating their key shortcomings. Specifically,
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our techniques provide a wide spectrum of the manipulation versatility and the natu-
ral form of the physics dominant methods, while approaching the levels of robustness
that can be achieved by symbolic methods, and offer a built in tolerance to the user’s
hand placement and body tracking faults.
The intention inference techniques developed in this manuscript are robust against
common gesture variability and support the use of 3D imaging techniques for tracking
the user’s body by offering a much higher tolerance to tracking uncertainties than the
physics based methods. Importantly, our virtual object manipulation methods do
not constrain the user to place his/her hands with the same level of precision as the
physics dominant methods do, and offer a higher computational efficiency by relying
on much coarser collision detection queries as explained later on. I demonstrate that
these attributes enable our methods to afford common types of manipulations that
are difficult or even impractical to achieve with the physics dominant methods. The
user studies described in this manuscript prove that our methods are much faster and
more efficient than the physics dominant methods. If compared with the symbolic
methods, our techniques do not confine the users to employ a predefined set of gestural
symbols as the symbolic methods do, but allow instead the use of free natural hand
gestures. Therefore, our system requires a lower learning effort from the user and
affords much more flexible manipulation procedures.
The virtual object selection technique I introduce here affords the use of natural
hand gestures to select virtual objects. Our user studies show that the smallest
objects that can be repeatedly selected are spheres of 0.6 cm diameter located in
an environment in which the distance to the neighboring objects is approximately
0.1 cm. This performance is achieved in spite of the fact that the depth sensing
resolution of the used body tracking technique is 1 cm. We arrive at this result by
developing a seamless selection disambiguation method which does not remove the
environmental context during the selection procedure. Furthermore, the conceived
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method automatically adapts to the user’s subjective need for hand placement fault
tolerance.
I estimate the manner in which our users intend to assemble virtual objects by
relying on machine learning techniques to evaluate the correlation between the pro-
posed behavioral cues and a user’s intent. The resulting technique enables natural
virtual object assembly procedures in which every geometric primitive of the manip-
ulated object can be coupled with any other geometric primitive. When compared to
the existent constraint recognition techniques the proposed method shows an average
success rate that is 25.78% higher and a stronger assembly intention disambiguation.
These performances are made possible by the novel use of characteristic behavioral
cues which have been documented in the neuropsychology literature for specific ma-
nipulative intentions and gestures to develop new metrics for classifying in real time
the observed hand movement into motion primitives corresponding to manipulative
gestures. The cues consist of characteristic motion features such as trajectories, speed
or acceleration profiles that are shown by the user’s body during virtual object ma-
nipulation. As explained section5.1, the proposed behavior cues embed the following
strengths into our intention inference methods:
• Tolerance to hand placement faults: The cues do not depend on absolute position
parameters, and therefore, they can be identified even if a user’s hands end up
in a misplaced position.
• Robustness against tracking uncertainties: Due to the large volume of informa-
tion that defines these behavioral cues, the likelihood that tracking uncertainties
will affect a significant part of the relevant tracking data is strongly reduced.
• Robustness against gesture variability: Our discriminative cues are representa-
tive for general forms of specific natural gestures like hand reaching [17, 18, 19,
20], grasping [21] and others. This means that our behavioral cues are present
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in these specific gestures across most of the forms/variations that these gestures
can take. Therefore, our system is able to infer the manipulative intention by
analyzing the user’s natural hand gestures.
Importantly, part of our behavioral cues are characterizing general goal directed
actions. Therefore, such cues can be applied to automatically identify common types
of general intentional actions. Furthermore, the probabilistic graphical model pre-
sented in this thesis is capable of approximating the relationship between quantifiable
factors of arbitrary nature and human intent.
In this thesis I introduce a set of techniques that classify and handle in real time 6
manipulative intentions: grasping, assembling intention, grasp release, guiding push,
precise hand positioning and punching. Each of these intentions controls a set of vir-
tual object manipulation methods whose performance has been empirically tested and
documented. The work presented here advances the state of the art in 3DUIs towards
more user-friendly or even person centered user interfaces by developing user adapt-
able interfaces driven by intention inference. This can dramatically shorten the time
required by a novice user to start performing efficient virtual object manipulations.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Virtual Object Selection
There are two main approaches used to select a virtual object: the virtual hand selec-
tion metaphor and selection by pointing. In the first case the selection is performed
through distance evaluations between a virtual hand model and the surrounding ob-
jects, while the latter approach measures the proximity with respect to a ray that is
defined implicitly by the user. For example, the ray direction can be provided by the
line that joins two points on the user’s body, such as the eye to hand tip direction,
or it can be projected from a tracked device, such as a stylus. The virtual hand
selection metaphor affords the use of natural gestures, while the virtual pointing ap-
proach can offer selection procedures that lower the arm fatigue at the expense of a
less natural selection procedure [22]. Many of the published selection methods use as
input devices hand held hardware, which constrain the manipulative capabilities of
our natural hand gestures. Since we are interested in developing 3DUIs that offer the
manipulation flexibility provided by our natural hand gestures, we will mainly focus
on virtual hand selection (VHS) approaches that do not make use of such hand held
devices.
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The VHS method is used in most 3DUIs in which the manipulation of virtual
objects is controlled by simulating the physical interactions between a virtual hand
model and the manipulated objects. These techniques usually use wearable input
devices such as data gloves. In its most simple form the VHS method will select
the objects that intersect the virtual hand model [23, 24]. The Go-Go technique [25]
adopts a similar approach, but it allows the user to select objects outside the volume
defined by the arm reach by elongating the virtual representation of the arm. In [26]
the selection is activated once the virtual hand model intersects the object(s), and a
pinch gesture is detected, while the 3D Bubble Cursor [27] method selects the object
that is closest to the center of a selection sphere.
In [28] an abstract selection model is presented that aims at representing a large
group of existing selection techniques. The model is composed of two main factors: (1)
The relative position between some selection volume and the object that is targeted
during selection, and (2) An abstract function of the history of the two factors. This
model has a promising power of representation, but has not been tested yet. The
work in [29] is concerned with identifying the movement phases of the users’ hands
during general selection tasks. This article offers a comparative analysis between the
behavior shown by users while reaching to select objects in real environments and
virtual environments.
The methods presented in [30] use as input the data offered by a Kinect camera,
and do not require the use of any hand held devices. The selection is accomplished by
using a selection cone whose apex is kept fixed while the center of the cone base can
be moved in a vertical plane by the movement of the user’s hand. The objects that
are intersecting the cone can be selected, and a menu based selection disambiguation
method similar to SQAD [9] is employed.
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2.1.1 Selection Disambiguation
With the method mentioned above [30] the user can perform a hand pull gesture in
order to display a 2D menu that lists the objects being intersected by the selection
cone. Then the selection is accomplished by picking one of the listed items. The
smallest objects that were selected using this method were spheres of 10cm diameter
placed at a minimum distance of 30cm from all other objects. While such menu based
disambiguation methods can be extremely accurate, they remove the environmental
context from the selection procedure, and reduce the user’s sense of presence in the
virtual environment.
The Expand method [31] is addressing this problem by displaying the objects
that intersect a 3D cursor in a grid pattern that overlays the image of the virtual
environment. The selection is then completed by pointing a hand held controller
towards the targeted object. The IntenSelect [32] method projects a selection cone
from a hand held stylus, and the selection disambiguation is accomplished using a
scoring function, which depends on the location of each object with respect to the
cone axis and apex, previous scoring values and other tunable factors. In the Starfish
[33] method the four closest objects to a 3D cursor are joined by a guiding surface.
Once a target object is intersected by this surface, the user can press a button to
lock the position of the guiding surface. Then, the 3D cursor is constrained to move
inside this guiding surface. In this manner, the effort of positioning the 3D cursor
with the high accuracy required by certain selection cases is significantly reduced. On
the other hand, the steps involved in the selection process do not allow us to interact
with virtual objects by means of free natural gestures. There are many other pointing
techniques that have been proposed [34, 9], and most of them are reviewed in [22].
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2.2 Grasping and Manipulating Virtual Objects
Grasping virtual objects using our natural hand gestures while relying on 3D imaging
to track our body parts can prove surprisingly difficult due to the hand placement
and tracking faults discussed in section 1.1. Unless otherwise specified, all techniques
discussed below require the user to be geared with physical sensors for body motion
tracking, and/or data gloves for finger motion tracking.
As explained in section 1 the existing methods for grasping and manipulating
virtual objects without using hand held devices can be classified into two categories:
the physics dominant methods and the symbolic techniques. The aim of the physics
dominant methods is to achieve a high degree of realism in the interaction with
virtual objects through faithful simulation of the physical interaction. However, since
the standard friction models depend on the normal vectors at the point(s) of contact,
tracking the user’s hand must be accurate and robust. The main advantage of the
physics dominant methods is that they, in principle, allow any physically correct
grasps. On the other hand, such a grasp requires an accurate and precise positioning
of the hand model [23, 24], which is made difficult by the tracking uncertainties
and the loss in hand placement precision discussed in the introduction. One of the
common consequences of this lack of accurate grasp configuration is the penetration
of the virtual object by the hand model, which is typically approached through the
use of a spring hand model. For example, in [35] the object penetration by the hand
model is prevented, while the system forces the hand model to remain on the surface
of the object that would be otherwise penetrated. Unfortunately, such an approach
prevents other basic manipulative gestures like push or punch. This issue is alleviated
in [24] where the virtual objects are built of subsets that respond to either push or
grasp. The objects that are too small to be partitioned into functional subsets are
defined as either graspable or pushable.
In order to improve the robustness of the grasp intention detection in [26] the
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collision detection is combined with sensor based pinch detection. A grasp gesture is
detected between certain fingers if a pinch gesture was detected between these fingers
and at least one of these fingers collides with the grasped object. This approach, like
many others, trades off the versatility and the natural form of the grasping gesture
for a triggering mechanism that is simpler and more robust.
Data gloves are used by [36] to measure the amount of flexion shown by each finger
during grasping. Using this raw data as feature vectors they have tested 28 classifiers
in an attempt to classify 6 representative grasp types. Promising results have been
documented, revealing the behavior of each classifier with respect to this problem.
However, generalizing this approach to unrestricted grasping gestures, which could
include grasp types on which the classifier had not been trained, could prove difficult.
To increase the precision with which virtual objects are manipulated once grasped
several techniques are proposed in [7], where the operator uses his hands in an asym-
metric manner. For example, a precise rotation is executed by using the right hand
to select by pinching the targeted object, while the motion of the left hand is mapped
to a rotation. In this manner, large arm movement can be used to control a fine ro-
tation of the object. Another symbolic approach is proposed in [37] where the finger
pointing gesture is used for object selection. We note that the symbolic manipulation
methods tend to be more robust than the physics dominant methods both for grasp-
ing as well as manipulation. Symbols are typically chosen to intuitively suggest their
function (think of shaking a smart phone to shuffle a playlist) or even gestures that
are relatively ‘close’ to the motion shown by the user’s hand when a similar manipu-
lative action is carried out in the physical world. For example, the open/closed states
of the user’s hand are being identified in [38] by relying solely on 3D imaging data.
This symbolic gesture is used to trigger the grip or selection of the objects in the
proximity of a 3D cursor. Broadly, all symbolic methods use predefined symbols to
trigger virtual actions, which do not capture the invariable characteristics of a general
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natural gesture. For example, the user is required in [37] to point the index finger
at all the objects that have to be grabbed, which can be performed rather robustly.
By contrast, the physics dominant methods offer, in principle, a more flexible and
realistic interaction, but are less robust today than symbolic methods.
Given the advantages and disadvantages of various interaction methods, a com-
promise is proposed in [8] where the interaction technique is selected based on the
context in which the manipulation is performed. The computing context is defined by
components such as the required level of control needed in manipulation, the manip-
ulation workspace, the frame of reference with respect to which the task is performed
and so on. Each particular manipulation context is specified by using explicit menus
and widgets while for automatic context recognition this article mentions the Go-Go
[25] and PRISM [34] techniques.
2.3 Assembling Virtual Objects
Among the different techniques that have been developed to assemble virtual objects,
there are two main trends which are similar to the trends described in the previous sec-
tion. Namely we have the physics based assembly methods and the constraint based
assembly. The physics based methods fall into the category of the physics dominant
manipulation methods while the constraint based assembly techniques are focused
on identifying the assembly constraints which the user intends to apply during the
assembly procedure. Considering our goals and the previously explained limitations
of the physics dominant methods we will focus our manuscript on constraint based
assembly techniques. Detailed reviews on physics based assembly techniques can be
found in [39, 40].
In the early constraint recognition approaches a constraint was selected if there
was an overlap between the bounding boxes of the two body parts which support
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the constraint [41, 42]. Most of the current constraint recognition methods select a
specific constraint if the value of a specific distance function that was defined for that
constraint falls in a certain range of values. Such distance functions are often built
out of the geometric parameters that characterize a particular constraint type. For
example, a coplanar constraint is selected if the angle and the distance between the
evaluated planes fall within certain ranges [43, 44, 45]. Therefore, in order to build an
assembly, the users need to position the manipulated objects such that the constraint
they intend to apply is closer to being satisfied than any other potential constraint.
This task becomes challenging if the objects that need to be assembled support a
moderate number of constraints. In this manuscript we will use the term geometry
dominant constraint recognition to refer to this class of approaches.
If we aim to enable natural or flexible assembly procedures in which every geomet-
ric primitive can couple with any other geometric primitive, the number of potential
constraints that can occur increases dramatically even for simple object models. For
example, a parallelepiped or a brick model has 26 primitives (such as faces, edges
and vertices) and each primitive may couple with the primitives of the manipulated
bodies in multiple ways. In the context of the aforementioned hand placement and
body tracking faults, the large number of potential constraints that are supported
by such primitives becomes a challenging factor. For example, if we try to partially
overlap two faces of two brick models, it is likely that a corner of one face will touch
the other face before the faces overlap. Therefore, a constraint recognition method
that is based solely on geometric parameters will infer that we are trying touch one
face of one body with the corner of the other body although we do not aim to enforce
that constraint. As you can see, the pure geometric functions are not sufficient to
infer user’s assembly intent, although they are important. Therefore, we extend the
current state of the art constraint recognition techniques by modeling user’s behavior
using a probabilistic graphical model which relies on human behavioral cues as well
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as constraint specific distance functions.
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Chapter 3
Input Technologis for 3DUIs
Various 3D user interfaces have been proposed so far, and based on the afforded
freedom of expression they can be arranged in the hierarchy shown in figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: A 3DUI hierarchy based on to the freedom of expression they afford.
We see that the type of human activity sensing solution strongly affects the ca-
pabilities afforded by the UI. Therefore, in this section we will present an in depth
analysis of the capabilities shown by the different 3D imaging techniques.
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3.1 Commercially Available 3DUI Solutions
3.1.1 3DUIs Based on Hand Held Devices
Probably the earliest HCI designed for manipulating 3D information is the 3D mouse.
This solution constrains the user to maintain contact with the input device. The
3D mice have been designed to enable their user to employ fine finger movement
in order to manipulate 3D data, but its functionality is limited to standard tasks
like select, pan, zoom and rotate the model or camera. There are many variations
available on the market such as [46, 47, 48, 49]. The electronics and gaming industries
have begun to commercialize a set of hand-held devices that offer control of multiple
degrees of freedom, ranging from 3D pointing devices to 6 DOF input devices such
as Nintendo’s Wii and Sony’s Playstation controllers. These handheld devices are
effectively complex 3D mice and are not designed to capture natural hand gestures.
A new set of controllers are those providing not just multiple DOF input, but also
haptic feedback through spatial forces and even torques around the three coordinate
axes. Several manufacturers provide a wide range of solutions for the personal and
professional uses such as Novint [50], Sensable [51], and Haption [52]. These devices
are actuated mechanisms and their workspace is limited by the specific geometric
limitations imposed by the kinematics of the mechanisms.
Data Gloves have been proposed as an input device for capturing the motion of a
user’s hand and finger. As the name suggests, these HCIs are wired gloves that sense
the position and orientation of the hand in 3D space, as well as the data needed to
compute the angles representing the bending of fingers with a resolution higher than
1 degree. There are both wired and wireless versions available [53, 54, 55, 56], but
the user must carry the hardware that may include the power source for the wireless
transmitters. Furthermore, data gloves attached to a powered mechanical exoskeleton
have been developed for applications requiring haptic feedback. These HCIs can offer
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a very large workspace and high data tracking resolution. The downside is the impact
on usability driven by the often heavy hardware that the user is required to attach
to his/her hands, which, in turn, leads to the so called ‘Gorilla Arms’ when used for
a prolonged period of time.
3.1.2 3DUIs Free of Hand Held Devices
3DUIs with a Workspace Smaller than the Span of the User’s Arms
• Capacitive Touch Screen: Cypress introduced TrueTouch [57], which is a touch
screen able to detect the 3D position of a body that is placed within 5 centime-
ters from the screen. The sensing is done by means of an array of capacitive
sensors integrated into the screen. Due to the fact that the entire interface can
be included into a touch screen, it could be used as a 3D hand interface for
portable devices as the tablet PCs. However, the relatively small workspace
places limitations on the usability of this interface and the range of gestures
that can be used for manipulating 3D information.
• Ultrasonic Detectors: Both Elipticlabs [58] and Nokia have patented their ver-
sions of a gesture based touchless interface that can detect the position of the
user’s hand in a space located within 20 cm from the sensing device. Their inter-
face is based on ultrasonic emitters that can detect the position of the hand by
analyzing the acoustic wave reflected by the hand, and the distance is computed
by using the standard principle of triangulation. Elipticlabs have demonstrated
to date the detection of waving gestures, and the movement of the hand towards
or away from the ultrasound receivers.
• GestureCube: IDENT Technology AG is developing GestureCube [59], a com-
mercial product in the shape of a cube that has mounted displays on 5 of its
sides and incorporates several multimedia features. The sensing uses an electric
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field around the cube and the sensors read the disturbances in that field created
by the user’s hands. The most interesting aspect seems to be that its user in-
terface is able to detect hand gestures in close proximity of the cube. Although
the GestureCube is not designed to be used as an HCI for manipulating objects
in 3D, it was demonstrated that it can detect translational and rotational hand
movements. This interface can be used to detect some finger movement as well.
• The Bi Directional (BiDi) Screen [60] has been developed by MIT Media Labs
and relies on one of the technologies currently used in multitouch LCD screens.
The detection of multiple simultaneous touching events occurs by using an array
of light sensors integrated into the pixel array of the screen. The depth of view of
this sensor array has been recently increased, which allows the sensors to detect
the depth map of an object located in front of the screen at a distance smaller
than approximately 50 cm. A commercial product with similar characteristics
is built by Evoluce [61], but the company does not provide the details of the
sensing technology being employed. Nevertheless, is has been demonstrated that
by using this HCI one can detected gestures like waving left-right, up-down as
well as and and the movement of the hand towards or away from the screen. Due
to the relatively larger sensing range, this technology might enable the detection
of more elaborate gestures.
3DUIs With Larger Work Space
• Data Gloves: As the name suggests these HCIs are gloves that provide infor-
mation about the position and orientation of the hand in the 3D space. Such
technology can measure the bending of the fingers with a resolution higher than
1 degree. Several models come with the option of attaching a powered me-
chanical exoskeleton that can offer haptic feedback for the user. However such
exoskeletons often introduce fatigue and become cumbersome due to their large
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size.
• Marker-Based Tracking Systems: Oblong Industries has released the g-speakTM[62]
platform that can be used to detect the user’s hand gestures in a virtually un-
limited by tracking passive markers. The position of these markers can be
determined in space by performing photogrammetry of data streamed from 2 or
more video cameras. Oblong Industries implements this method by incorporat-
ing the reflective markers into a regular thin glove which the user needs to wear
while manipulating virtual objects. This system can track finger gestures in a
space limited only by the number of the video cameras used.
Specialized Software Development Kits (SDK)
There are several SDKs that have been launched on the market in the past few years
that can be used, in conjunction with appropriate 3D imaging techniques, to track
the motion of the human body and provide the kinematic parameters through an
articulated kinematic model of the body. Importantly, these methods do not require
wearable hardware to perform the tracking. There are four such SDK released so far,
namely iisuTMby Softkinetic [63], Kinect for Windows by Microsoft [64], Maestro3D by
Gesturetek [65], and Bekon by Omek [66]. Microsoft Research has recently introduced
KinectFusion [67] , which uses the depth data from a handheld Kinect sensor to track
the sensor and reconstruct the physical scene in real time on a GPU implementation.
Moreover, several other companies, such as Mgestyk [68] are working on developing
their own SDKs and we expect quick developments and a very strong competition in
this area for the next several years. These SDKs support several 3D cameras that
are commercialized by several companies at the time when this survey was written,
such as PrimeSense [69], Baumer [70], Canesta, MESA Imaging [71], PMD Tec [72],
Panasonic [73], Optex [74], SoftKinetic [75] and LeapMotion [76]. The 3D cameras
commercialized by these companies are using Time Of Flight (TOF), structured light
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(SL) or active illumination stereo 3D imaging principle, which are three of the many
3D imaging techniques. These and other methods are analyzed in section 3.2.
In principle, systems built using TOF, SL or active illumination stereo cameras
along with the SDKs mentioned above should be capable to detect hand and finger
gestures without requiring wearable hardware in a workspace that is sufficiently large
for most practical applications. In the next section we analyze these sensing tech-
niques as well as the potential alternatives with respect to performance parameters
specific to our hand gestures tracking task.
3.2 State of the Art 3D Imaging Techniques
Three dimensional imaging of physical objects has been a very active area of research
for over two decades and is going through a period of heightened attention due to
multiple advances in imaging hardware, software and computing power. The basic
task of 3D imaging methods is to construct a geometric model of a physical scene
being observed.
In the broadest sense, the existing approaches to 3D imaging either require phys-
ical contact with the object, such as the coordinate measuring methods, or compute
geometric properties from data collected by non-contact sensors as summarized in
Figure 3.2. Since we focus here on 3D imaging for hand gesture recognition, we do
not discuss the approaches that exploit the transmissive properties of the objects
being observed, or those that rely on non-optical reflective properties of the object
surface.
All optical 3D imaging methods analyze interactions between (electromagnetic)
radiation and the scene under observation. The passive approaches exploit the ex-
isting illumination in the scene being investigated, and tend to work ‘well’ under
near-ideal illumination conditions. These methods look for visual cues in the images
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Figure 3.2: Taxonomy of 3D imaging approaches after [77].
or sequence of images that they operate on to extract the geometric properties of
the object. On the other hand, the active imaging methods project an electromag-
netic wave, typically in visible or infrared spectrum, onto the scene and measure
the changes in specific properties of the reflected waves, which are then mapped to
geometric quantities. As a general rule, the performance of all optical imaging meth-
ods depends on the illumination conditions and specific surface properties of objects,
such as differential properties, reflectance, and opacity, as well as specific hardware
capabilities. A detailed historical overview of the active methods can be found in [78].
For the rest of this section, we present the working principles of those methods that
can have the largest impact on our task of 3D imaging of hand gestures, and analyze
the relevant differences of potential approaches with respect to factors affecting the
resolution, reliability, and computational cost of the algorithms that are needed to
process the raw data output by the accompanying sensors.
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Figure 3.3: TOF range measurement principle: a) Typical hardware setup; b) The
phase shift measurement
3.2.1 3D Measurement Principles
Time of Flight (TOF) 3D Imaging
The TOF measurement principle relies on measuring the time that a controlled, typ-
ically electromagnetic wave needs to be reflected by the target object and reach the
sensing device [79] as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Due to the fact that the speed of light
is constant, this time measurement can be easily transformed into a distance value.
The measurement procedure goes through the following steps: a modulated wave is
emitted from the source; the wave reflected by the object and captured by the sensing
device has the same frequency as the emitted wave, but a smaller amplitude and a
different phase [80]; the phase shift between the emitted and captured waves, which
is proportional to the distance between the TOF sensor and the object, is mapped to
a distance value.
The TOF cameras capture entire scenes with each laser or light pulse rather than
performing sequential scanning. The time of flight is measured from either phase dif-
ferences between modulated emitted and imaged pulse captured by CMOS or CCD
sensors or a dedicated shutter system [81, 82]. These TOF cameras output evenly
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distributed range and intensity images, and avoid the correspondence problems of
stereo vision or structured light systems as discussed below and in [83]. Furthermore,
the surface reflectance of the objects in the scene has a much smaller influence on
the range data output by the TOF cameras than for other optical systems.But as
described in [79] the depth measurement resolution depends on the modulation fre-
quency and the measurement non ambiguity range(NAR) trough law 3.1 where ϕ is
the measured phase shift. As an example a resolution of 1 cm can be achieved for a
working range of 0.3-7m [72]. To double the resolution to 5mm we need to halve the
depth of the camera’s working range.
∆R = NAR · ∆ϕ0
360o
(3.1)
Optical Triangulation with Laser and Structured Light
Triangulation is one of the fundamental principles used by a number of range sensing
techniques, and laser triangulation is one its most common applications. Lasers are
compact, and offer great control of both wavelength and focus at large distances.
There are many embodiments of this principle that differ in the type and structure
of the illuminating source, and of the sensor.
The measurement procedure, as described for example in [84], uses a laser module
as a light source and a regular video camera that are set up as shown in Figure 3.4.
All geometric parameters that are known at the start of the measurement procedure
are shown in blue, including the relative position and orientation of the laser module
with respect to the camera. The laser module projects a planar laser ‘sheet’ onto the
inspected object. Point S ′ represents the image of point S as ‘seen’ by the camera,
and, consequently, its image plane coordinates are known. By determining the angles
∠SFL and ∠FLS, and by observing that distance LF is known, one can determine
the spatial coordinates of S from the LSF triangle. The coordinates of the visible
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boundary points are obtained by repeating this process while sweeping the object
with the laser plane. Some of the typical concerns of these popular methods are the
time needed to mechanically sweep the scene, eye safety when dealing with human
users, as well as noise and depth resolution.
Rather than projecting a laser plane onto the object, one can project a 2D pattern
onto the inspected surfaces, or so called ‘structured light’, and use measured changes
in the reflected pattern to compute distances [85]. Some of the commonly used
patterns are fringes [86], square grids [87] and dots [88], while the wavelength of the
structured light can be inside or outside the visible spectrum. These methods need
to assign each element of the captured light pattern to the correct element of the
emitted light pattern as illustrated in Figure 3.5. Establishing this correspondence is
one of the major challenges of this technique, and several pattern coding strategies
have been proposed. These solutions strongly affect the performance of the structured
light imaging technique as discussed below. Methods based on structured light tend
to have low spatial resolution as patterns become sparser with distance [89].
Stereo Vision
The typical stereo technique uses 2 cameras whose relative position is known, and
looks for the differences in the images observed by the cameras in a manner similar
with how human vision functions. The stereo vision can either be: (a) passive, case
in which the features observed by cameras under natural illumination conditions are
matched, or (2) active, by using structured light to improve feature matching. Both
approaches use the triangulation principle to produce the depth map. The two-
camera active stereo vision suffers from ambiguity in the interpretation leading to
false matches [77], which can be improved by using multiple cameras [90], which is
known as photogrammetry.
The construction of the depth map depends on matching the image points cap-
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Figure 3.4: The principle of laser triangulation
Figure 3.5: Structured light 3D imaging with fringe patterns.
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tured by the cameras to the corresponding physical point, and uses the triangulation
principle. As shown in Figure 3.6, the image planes may be aligned1, and the range
information Z is obtained from two similar triangles SS’S” and SO1O2 as follows:
d = x1 − x2 b
Z
=
b+ x1 − x2
Z − f Z =
b · f
d
(3.2)
For a 2-camera passive setup, the accuracy of the depth measurement decreases
according to a quadradic law:
∂Z =
−Z2
f · b m (3.3)
where f is the focal length of the lenses mounted on the two cameras; b is the stereo
baseline; and m is the correlation accuracy that depends on the specific resolution
[91].
Figure 3.6: The triangulation for a 2-camera passive stereo setup
The passive (dual or multi-view) stereo systems are using triangulation algorithms
that require feature matching among the various viewpoints, which is an open problem
1Note that non-aligned image planes is sometimes known as PhotogrammetryKoch2009combining.
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[92]. Realtime stereo systems are emerging [93], but difficulties in matching features
continue to influence their robustness.
Optical Interferometry and Moire´ Methods
Optical interferometry techniques project a light pattern (e.g., monochromatic, multi-
ple wavelength, white-light) onto a scene and analyze the interference of the reflected
patterns with a prescribed reference pattern. From the phase difference that occurs
between the reference and the reflected patterns one can infer the depth map with
a resolution on the order of nanometers [94, 95]. Digital holography can be used for
inspecting large volumes by capturing only one instantaneous 2D intensity image.
Methods based on digital holography can achieve an image resolution in the range
of micrometers but the reconstruction process of the 3D scene requires seconds for
each 3D frame [96, 97]. Furthermore, large scenes require lasers to generate coher-
ent light, which, in turn, generate speckles, and problems with phase ambiguities for
surfaces with sharp discontinuities [98, 99]. Moreover, lasers raise safety concerns
when human users are present. For overcoming these limitations, one can use opti-
cal coherence tomography [100] that results in depth maps of micrometer resolution.
However, coherence tomography can only be used for depth ranges on the order of
centimeters [101, 98]. Note that optical interferometry methods require high intensity
light sources, and highly stable opto-mechanical setups [102].
Moire´ techniques illuminate the scene with a periodic light pattern and capture
the image as seen through a high-frequency periodic grating whose orientation is
prescribed [103, 104]. The geometric information is extracted from analyzing the
interference in these patterns, which give accurate descriptions of changes in depth
[105]. These methods have an accuracy of up to 10 microns. Ambiguities in mea-
suring adjacent contours is typically resolved by taking multiple moire´ images with
repositioned gratings.
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Figure 3.7: Moire´ patterns
Fresnel Holograms
A very recent development in the field of 3D imaging is the so called Fresnel hologram
that uses diffraction of incoherent light through Fresnel Zone Plates. By projecting
concentric ring patterns of incoherent light onto the surfaces of interest [102] one
can construct the 3D image of the inspected scene. The depth information of the
objects of interest can be extracted from the density of the rings that are projected
onto them because points that are closer to the system project less dense rings than
distant points. These rings, called Fresnel Zone Plates (FZP) are parameterized with
respect to the distance between the imaged surfaces and the projector. Because this
holographic method does not rely on interferometry one can build multicolor 3D
holograms acquired in real time [106].
Stereo Photogrammetry and Shape From Shading
These methods extract accurate 3D shape information from an imaged scene (one
or more images) by using the shading cues detected in the images under controlled
illuminating conditions. Recovering the geometric information requires known surface
reflectance of the objects in the scene, a constrained reflectance map, or multiple
images and light sources [107]. The method uses the intensity variation at each
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pixel to estimate the normal of the surface at the surface point that projects to the
image pixel. As described in [107] the scene needs to be illuminated from 3 distant
light sources that have known, non-coplanar directions. The law that correlates the
intensity of the reflected light with the normal vector of the reflecting surface is :
ci(x, y) = l
T
i · n
∫
E(λ)R(x, y, λ)S(λ) · dλ (3.4)
The simbols above represent: ci: the observed pixel intensity under light source i,
li : the direction of illumination of light source i, n : the vector normal to the surface,λ
: the wave length of the light, E(λ) : the spectral distribution of the light source,
R(x,y,λ) : the reflectance function of the inspected surface, S(λ) : the response of
the camera for different wavelength light
Let Z (x,y) be the law that describes the distance against the camera of each
physical point of the inspected surface imaged at pixel position (x,y). Once the
distribution of the surface normal vector is extracted from equation 3.4 the gradient
of the range coordinate Z is determined from the following law.
n =
1√
1 + |∆z|2
 ∆z
−1
 (3.5)
Shape from shading with one light source is ill-posed in general with no unique
solution [108]. On the other hand, by illuminating a surface with at least two linearly
independent known light sources, a unique depth map can be recovered. More recent
robust reconstructions from shading cues have been achieved by using multiple images
with changing illumination taken from the same view-point, or by using linearly
independent colored-light stereo sources whose geometric location and orientation
are known [107].
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3D Integral Imaging
This technique is based on the principle of integral photography [109, 110] and the
3D image is obtained by processing multiple images taken from coplanar, grid-aligned
imaging sensors or lenses. The depth information is generated by analyzing the rel-
ative shift of the position of an object in these different images [111]. The recon-
struction of the 3D image can be performed by back projecting the rays that have
generated the different captured images. These images that are projected back will
overlap and will form a sharp image only at the Z distance at which the inspected
object is located. The Z value is controlled by the distance between the images repre-
senting different viewing perspectives that are back projected. A different approach
is proposed by [112] where the range information is calculated only for the central
pixels of these images followed by a refinement of the grid formed by these points.
Shape From Focus/Defocus
As the name implies, this class of methods detect points of the scene relative to the
focal plane of a camera [113, 114].
For the shape from focus methods, the position and orientation of the focal plane
relative to the camera are fixed and known, and the sharpest image regions are iden-
tified for specific focus settings by applying specific differential functions such as 3D
gradient [115] and Laplacian [116]. It is intutive that in order to measure the bound-
ary of an object, we must ‘scan’ the object with the focal plane. The resulting 3D
imaging method can achieve micrometer resolution [117], but the 3D reconstruction
process is relatively slow (on the order of minutes for each frame processed [113, 118]).
Shape from defocus techniques extract the depth information by taking two im-
ages, with two focal distances followed by an analysis of the blur differences in these
images. The measurement principle uses the fact that objects located at different
distances from the camera are blurred by different amounts. Blurring is typically
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modeled through the diffusion equation, and the 3D scene is reconstructed by solving
the inverse diffusion problem [119].
Focus/defocus based methods heavily depend on the mechanical adjustment of
the focal settings of the system, which severely influences the ability to perform real
time 3D image acquisition.
Shape from Texture
The last class of methods that we survey here analyze the deformation of individual
texture elements, whose size and shape are constrained, and convert these defor-
mations to a distance map. These methods require an a priori knowledge of spe-
cific properties of the textures of the objects, such as: the shape of the texels, the
homogeneity[120], isotropy [121], spatial frequency [122], smoothness [123], the pla-
narity and the state of motion [124]. However, these methods are not applicable for
objects whose (existing or projected) texture is not regular.
3.2.2 Comparative Analysis of 3D Imaging Alternatives
Despite the tremendous advances in 3D imaging hardware, there are no accepted
standards and protocols to measure the performance of these systems. As a conse-
quence, NIST is currently developing a 3D imaging performance evaluation facility
along with the protocols for characterizing the performance of various imaging systems
[125]. The NIST efforts are focusing on analyzing the effect of several factors on the
performance of the systems, namely range, angle-of-incidence, reflectivity, azimuth
angle, single vs multiple point measurements, and type of imaged object. We note
that in the absence of such a standard, the direct comparison of the depth and image
resolution, as well as sensitivity to optical parameters of the 3D imaging systems that
are published by the developers or manufacturers can be misleading.
We review here two important aspects that significantly affect the performance of
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several key imaging techniques, and present a summary of current published perfor-
mance indicators for several promising 3D imaging approaches.
Point Matching
All imaging methods that use triangulation require the identification of identical
physical points or features across multiple images in order to determine the depth
of these physical points. In a broad sense, the point matching algorithms identify
regions with similar prominent features that contain the point for which we search
across these images. As a consequence, these methods can not be used single handedly
for objects with smooth boundaries that do not have distinctive textures or features.
A comparative analysis is presented in [126].
Pattern Matching for Structured Light Techniques
Many discrete or continuous coding strategies have been proposed for determining the
correspondence between the source of the pattern projected onto the imaged scene
and the reflected pattern since this task can have a dramatic implication on the per-
formance of the imaging method [127]. Most strategies use large areas of the captured
pattern to be able to compute the depth of a single point. By contrast, the method
proposed in [87] uses only the connectivity of adjacent points of a projected grid pat-
tern, but with a lower measurement resolution than is what is presented in [86]. The
latter work uses sinusoidal fringe patterns whose density controls the achievable depth
resolution. The 3D imaging technique presented in [86] achieves 30FPS (frames per
second) for 300k points per frame. According to [128], the standard fringe projection
methods cannot measure multiple objects separated in space. Instead, the same work
proposes a structured light imaging method based on statistical speckle patterns, that
achieves reconstruction speeds of 17.25 FPS. A more detailed presentation of other
alternatives is presented in [127].
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The Performance of Current Implementations
Structured light techniques produce high-accuracy depth maps, but achieving real-
time implementations must avoid sequential scanning of the objects. These tech-
niques require an efficient implementation of the point matching problem, although
the sensitivity of this correspondence problem to illumination and geometric parame-
ters influence its robustness. Moreover, structured light techniques can output direct
measurements only at the matched points - all others require interpolation or some
local approximations, and their efficiency decreases with the increase in accuracy due
to the relatively high computational overhead. In principle, the efficiency of these
methods is limited only by the available computational power. On the other hand,
TOF cameras are monocular, have a relatively dense depth information and con-
stant resolution as well as high frame rates, and do not require interpolation. They
have superior robustness to illumination changes, and the phase shift measurement
and its mapping to distance values are straightforward and computed in the camera,
which minimizes the additional processing required [129]. The depth map output by
TOF cameras are largely independent from textures in the scene [130]. The current
resolutions achieved by TOF cameras are lower than structured light techniques as
described below. The efficiency of the depth map construction by these cameras is
physically limited by the photon shot noise and modulation frequency [131, 132].
One of the fastest and most robust TOF cameras [72] offers 40 FPS at a resolution
of 200x200 pixels, which is achieved in the camera, without additional computational
cost. Higher frame rates of up to 80 FPS can be achieved as the resolution decreases.
The typical measurement range for TOF cameras is [0.3, 7] meters, with a precision
(repeatability) smaller than 3mm and a depth resolution of about 10 mm. On the
other hand, structured light imaging methods based on a speckle light pattern that
follows a prescribed statistical distribution appear to be one of the most robust meth-
ods in this imaging class, and frame rates of 308 FPS with a measurement accuracy of
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50 µm have been documented in [133]. The fast image acquisition method presented
in [133] uses two 4630FPS high speed cameras and an acusto-optical laser deflector
to generate the statistical speckle pattern and complete the matching problem by
analyzing multiple captured images at what seems to be a significant computational
cost. Low cost commercial cameras using structured light achieve depth frame rates
of up to 30 FPS at a depth image resolution of 320 x 240, a usable range of [1.2, 3.5]
meters and a depth measurement resolution lower than the TOF cameras. These
parameters, however, are driven by current cost constraints imposed by developers of
commercial structured light cameras rather than technological limitations.
Major Limiting Factors Affecting System Performance
Most of the available optical imaging techniques are affected by the specific illu-
mination conditions, and object properties affecting the reflectance. Furthermore,
several imaging methods assume the relative position and orientation between the
video cameras (VC) and other devices used in the imaging process to be known or
computable (column 2 of table 5.14). At the same time, a number of active light
imaging techniques require no variations in the illumination conditions (column 3 of
table 5.14).
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Relative position/orientation constraints Major limiting factors
Method Illumination constraints
Other minimum working conditions
Time of
Flight
− Scene at least 0.3 m away from the camera
[70]
− Resolution limited to about
1cm for objects placed between
[0.3,7] meters.
− External light with the same
characteristics as the active light
[79].
Structured
light
x − Location of light source determined for each
measured point [86, 84]
− External light with the same
characteristics as the active light
[134]
Laser trian-
gulation
x − Imaged surfaces must be scanned.
− Laser beam reflected as scattered light [90].
− Beam reflection identified into the captured
image [134].
− Objects with sharp edges [90].
Passive
Stereo
x − Require point matching. Hence, smooth sur-
faces require projection of artificial texture or
active illumination from multiple sources.
− Measured points must be visible from at least
2 different locations (no occlusion) [90]; im-
aged object in proximity of the camera (e.g., for
passive stereo vision the measurement accuracy
decreases according to the quadratic law (3.3)
[135];
− Camera occlusions [136].
− Objects must have distinctive
features
Optical in-
terferometry
x x − Environment factors affecting the light path
(e.g., hot air, dense water vapors) [97]; non-
interferometric background; ambiguity of re-
construction (solution to “twin-image” problem
proposed in [137]).
− Mechanical vibrations
− Lasers or high intensity white
light sources can induce retinal
damage [102].
− Robust pattern coding strate-
gies
Fresnel holo-
grams
x x − The wavelength of the projected light must
be known [106].
Moire´ pat-
terns
x − The projected fringes need to be visible in the
captured images [105].
−When data gathered from mul-
tiple images, the methods are
sensitive to motion, blur and
step discontinuities in the object
boundaries [138].
Photometric
stereo and
shape from
shading
x x − The points that are measured need to be il-
luminated by at least 2 light sources without
shadows [107].
− Complex geometry producing
shadows [107].
− Existing texture, ambiguity
due to non-uniqueness.
Integral
imaging
x − Requires point matching [111, 112]. −When using synthetic aperture,
relative location of cameras affect
the imaging accuracy [111].
Shape from
focus
− Adjustment of discrete focal settings [113].
− Object must have sharp edges that differenti-
ate object from blured background [115].
− Discrete focal settings [113].
Shape from
texture
− Texture must be known prior to measurement
[123].
− Optical model of the camera must be known
[122].
− Visible texture cues for all the reconstructed
surfaces.
− Unexpected or non-measurable
texture properties
− Shadow or light patterns gen-
erated by uncontrolled sources.
Table 3.1: Major Limiting Factors Affecting System Performance
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Resolution Limiting Factors
All methods presented have the in-plane measurement resolution limited by the reso-
lution and the field of view (FOV) of the cameras. Moreover, all methods using mul-
tiple cameras or cameras and sensors that have prescribed positions and orientations
in space are sensitive to the accuracy of their spatial location. The computationally
intensive 3D reconstruction algorithms can be implemented on GPU cards to achieve
at least the performance mentioned in the following table. This will, in turn, make the
CPU available for the other processes. Unfortunately, most of the research articles
in this field present their speed performance indicators in terms of FPS of the recon-
structed 3D scene, or the ambiguous ”real-time” attribute. We observe that these
parameters heavily depend on specific hardware and software decisions used in each
specific case, but these details are not provided in the literature. A summary of the
major resolution limiting factors and of current performance indicators is presented
in table 3.2.
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Method Resolution limiting factors Current Resolutions
Time of
Flight
Unavailability of low cost high-power IR-
LEDs to produce higher modulation frequen-
cies [139, 131, 132]
Highest depth resolution about 1 cm;
largest sensor resolution is 200x200 pix-
els [72]
Structured
Light
Global illumination [140]. Also, coding used
for projected fringes affects the capability and
resolution of these methods. In general, depth
resolution is a fraction of the density of the
projected fringes [141, 86]. Moreover, simple
stripes require phase unwrapping which fails
near discontinuities (as is the case of objects
separated in space) [128]. Statistical speckle
patterns can be used instead.
Depth maps of 50 µm [133] resolution
are available at a frame rate of 308FPS.
Laser Trian-
gulation
Resolution with which the laser beam can be
shifted, and by the accuracy of the relative lo-
cation of the camera and laser module. Speed
of this imaging method is limited by the (me-
chanical) speed of scanning.
Highest depth resolution is 25 µm [142]
Passive
Stereo Vi-
sion and
Short Range
Photogram-
metry
Accuracy of the point matching task (can be
improved by active illumination). The mea-
surement accuracy decreases with distance
from cameras.
− Micrometer level depth resolutions
for distances lower than 50 cm, and mm
level resolutions for ranges between 1-
10 meters. The accuracy quickly de-
creases with distance - e.g., equation
(3.3)) applies to passive stereo vision
[143].
− Depth maps of lower point density
and at a lower frame rates than the
TOF or the structured light techniques.
Shape from
Shading
− Each point must be illuminated by at least 2
sources. Moving, deformable or textured bod-
ies are difficult to handle unless multispectral
setups are used [107].
Resolutions can be achieved at sub-
millimeter levels.
Moire´ Meth-
ods
− Pitch of the projected fringes [105]
− [105] uses only one image (rather than mul-
tiple) which speeds up the computations
−[144] shows a depth measurement res-
olution of 15 µm while using a commer-
cial LCM projector capable of 1024x768
projection resolution
Optical In-
terferometry
Coherence and wave length(s) of light source
[132]. Predominantly used over small dis-
tances up to several cm [145].
The measurement resolution can
achieve very high resolution (up to
tens of nanometers) for relatively large
scenes [97].
Fresnel Holo-
grams
Wavelength of the light used [106]. Depth resolution of 0.5 µm and 2048
x 2048 depth points density are docu-
mented in [102, 106];
Shape from
Focus
Efficiency ad accuracy of focus adjustment.
Relatively complex depth map extraction al-
gorithms.
600µm depth measurement resolution
[113]
Integral
Imaging
Point matching requires textures or distinctive
features; depth resolution limited by image
resolution, FOV, number of the sensors used,
and number of points that can be matched in
different images.
2040 x 2040 depth image at a frame rate
of 15 FPS discussed in [112]
Shape from
Texture
Properties of the surface texture. Lower accuracy than other popular
methods [122, 120]; simple hardware
setup.
Table 3.2: Resolution limiting factors and depth resolutions of current methods.
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3.2.3 The Salient Advantages of Different 3D Imaging Tech-
niques
Time of Flight Methods
• Offer one of the lowest computational cost for the acquisition of depth maps
with a depth point density up to 40000 per frame and a frame rate up to 80
FPS (at a lower resolution);
• Have low sensitivity to the external light influences as it perceives only infrared
light and does process only frequency or amplitude modulated light;
• Can image any object that reflects scattered light;
• Have no mechanical constraints and have a simple and compact setup.
Structured Light Methods
• Offer high resolution for depth measurement and in plane measurement;
• High measurement speed and good measurement reliability for indoor imaging;
• Relatively low resolution cameras are commercially available in simple and com-
pact setup.
Stereo Vision Methods
• The cameras are commercially available with simple and compact setup.
• Offer a depth measurement accuracy on the order of micrometers for close
ranges.
Laser Triangulation Methods
• Less sensitive to texture and color changes of the imaged objects as well as to
external light variations than all the presented methods except for the TOF
cameras.
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Photometric Stereo and Shape From Shading
• Can offer a measurement resolution as fine as a fraction of a millimeter for all
the 3 measurement directions.
Phase Shift Moire Patterns
• Offers all the advantages of the structured light method based on phase shift [86].
However, as shown in [105], this method ca use a third of the numbers of frames
required in [86] for performing the same measurement.
Optical Interferometry
• It is the only method capable of building 3D images at a constant resolution of
few micrometers for scenes located in a range of at least 1m [96].
• It can be applied for range measurements in the micro-metric scale [146] as well
the geological scale [147]
Fresnel Holograms
• Achieve measurement resolutions similar to the interferometric holograms with-
out having the restriction of using coherent light;
• Can be applied on a on scale ranges that go form a micrometric FOV to a FOV
in the range of meters [102];
• Can build multi-color holograms in real time [106].
Shape from focus
• It offers a very compact setup which fact makes it suitable for tight spaces such
as endoscopy.
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3.3 Gesture-Based HCI: Challenges and Opportu-
nities
A definition of hand gestures can be extrapolated from the usual definition of a gesture
given by Meriam Webster dictionary: a gesture is ‘the use of motions of the limbs or
body as a means of expression’. Consequently, we define hand gestures as the use of
hands as a means of expression or providing semantics.
The main goal of this research is to develop hand gesture-based human computer
interface for manipulating 3D geometric information within a VR environment with-
out requiring any hardware or gear attached to the user. In other words, the sensing
and tracking required for interpreting the user’s gestures is performed by natural
hand gestures. The system must be insensitive to natural illumination conditions,
and be capable of tracking individual finger movements. We assume that the gesture
semantics is formed by both static (hand postures) and dynamic gestures. In the
latter case, the movement of the hand contributes to the semantics of the gesture.
The discussion from the previous section suggests that there are two 3D imag-
ing approaches that have the performance characteristics and sensitivity to noise as
well as the compact setup and range capabilities that match the requirements for a
hand gesture-based human computer interface. In this section we discuss the main
requirements of such an HCI, present our approach to build natural and versatile
hand gesture interface and explore the main challenges and opportunities.
3.3.1 Sensing Technology
TOF and structured light or active illumination stereo imaging methods have com-
peting and somewhat complementing sensing capabilities. Structured light imaging
technologies can, in principle, achieve high resolution with a relatively good perfor-
mance, while TOF systems are fast, have low sensitivity to changes in illumination
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conditions and construct the whole depth map with a relatively low computational
cost required for measuring the phase shifts. Nevertheless, these capabilities are
expected to rapidly evolve given the increased attention in 3D interaction. Both
technologies are commercially available in compact sizes and several SDK’s exist that
can speed up the development of custom applications (see section 3.1.2). The perfor-
mance difference also suggests that the current structured light cameras can be used
for tracking the body and the limbs, while the TOF cameras can be used to track the
more rapidly moving fingers.
Our system uses two SDKs for facilitating hand tracking, namely the IISU by
SoftKinetic [63] as well as Microsoft’s Kinect SDK [64]. The latter offers access to
a simplified kinematic model of the human body and provides functions that can
be used to query the model for kinematic parameters. Kinect SDK requires that
the user’s body be visible above the knees in order to build the kinematic model of
the human body. On the other hand, the IISU SDK provides similar functions for
tracking body parts, but it provides increased functionality. For example, one can
define a parameterized motion in the workspace and the SDK identifies the body
part that performs the predefined motion. Both SDKs offer multi-user tracking with
some occlusion management. While both SDKs can be used to track motion of limbs,
neither of them can at the moment represent and track finger gestures.
3.3.2 Results, Challenges and Potential Solutions
Hand segmentation is a critical step for any hand gesture recognition system. Ap-
proaches based on processing 2D images need crucial access to ‘good’ features, due
to the richness of variations in shape, motions and textures of hand gestures. On
the other hand, three dimensional sensing capabilities provide a direct approach to
the segmentation problem. In our system, we track the motion of the user’s body by
using the structured light camera and monitor 20 joints of the skeletal model using
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the Microsoft SDK for Kinect as illustrated in Figure 3.8, including the wrists, el-
bows, shoulders, head, hip, and knees. Moreover, we track the motion of the wrists to
locate the volumes where hands are located and perform robust hand segmentation
from the depth map output by the TOF cameras by processing the volumetric and
grayscale values as illustrated in Figure 3.8.
The current resolutions of these cameras are insufficient for tracking fingers unless
the field of view of the TOF camera is narrowed to the region in which the hands
are located. This adjustment can only be done mechanically by adjusting the focal
settings of the optics. In order to enlarge the FOV, one could use higher resolu-
tion structured light systems discussed in section 3.2; use the additional information
captured by the high(er) resolution color camera, or employ additional fixed/mobile
cameras.
Hand segmentation is followed by the semantic matching of the static and dy-
namic gestures, which may rely on robust pose dependent shape signatures. Other
common approaches to matching gestures are reviewed in [6, 148, 149]. A compre-
hensive review of gesture recognition algorithms along with an evaluation of their
performance over standard data set can be found in [150, 151]. Surveys focused on
hand gesture recognition methods based on vision can be found in [152, 153, 154],
while a review of gesture classification methods are reviewed in [155]. Good surveys
of gesture interpretation and vocabularies can be found in [2, 156, 157].
It is important to note that defining a vocabulary of hand gestures must depend
on the usability of such gestures for natural human computer interaction. There have
been several usability studies, mostly on 2D gestures in automotive environments
[158, 159], but these results are not directly applicable to virtual object manipulation
problem by mans of natural hand gestures. On the other hand, the current usability
studies that focus on 3D interfaces [160] have limited scope and applicability given
the limitations of the gesture recognition systems on which they are based. This sug-
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Figure 3.8: Hand segmentation of various hand poses: (a) Color stream data; (b)
Skeletal representation; (c) TOF depth map; (d) segmented hand.
gests that the development of practical vocabularies for 3D hand gestures will rely on
more specific usability studies that, in turn, depend on the availability of robust hand
tracking and recognition technology. In order to mitigate the impact of the tracking
faults introduced by the existent body tracking techniques based on 3D imaging, in
the next chapters I propose developing virtual object manipulation methods based on
manipulative intention inference. Our intention inference techniques are conditioned
behavioral cues that characterize general goal directed movement. Driven by inten-
tion inference the proposed interaction techniques enable users to grasp, manipulate
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and assemble virtual objects using their natural hand gestures in spite of the large
variability shown by such gestures.
3.4 Conclusions
The key limitations of existing commercial 3D imaging cameras could be overcome
by integrating several depth sensing devices into one imaging system. The difficul-
ties induced by the relatively low resolution of these commercial cameras prove to
be worth pursuing, because depth information can reliably produce segmented hand
models in cases in which 2D image based methods may fail as illustrated in Figure
3.8(a). Our initial experiments show that practical low cost 3DUIs relying on natural
hand gestures can be built by combining the capabilities of commercial structured
light imaging hardware with the information provided by commercial time-of-flight
cameras. The availability of such a low cost 3DUI can be a game changer in engi-
neering and industrial design and provide new paradigms for the design of software
and hardware interfaces, as well as for usability, technical and scientific collabora-
tion, learning, and outreach. It is important to note that the next generation TOF
sensors could quickly produce higher resolution, and low cost time of flight cameras
whose costs could be comparable with the current cost of Kinect sensor, which would
eliminate the need of a hybrid strategy such as the one discussed above.
By preventing wearable hardware attached to the user’s hands, we eliminate the
possibility of providing haptic feedback to the user. Nevertheless, the myriad of
recent smartphone and gaming consumer applications keep proving the fact that
users can rapidly adapt to environments that do not exploit the sense of touch for
manipulating 3D information. This suggests that the availability of low cost 3DUIs
based on hand gestures coupled with the difficulties of current haptic technologies in
providing realistic haptic feedback may shift the demand for haptic systems in favor
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of more interactive, although haptic-less, interfaces.
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Chapter 4
User Adaptable Virtual Object
Selection
4.1 General Concepts
The practical necessity for selecting objects that exhibit dimensions smaller than 1
cm becomes apparent when we consider manipulating vertices or edges located in a
cluttered environment, or small geometric models of objects like bolts, nuts, chips,
etc. Selecting such fine details proves to be surprisingly difficult in the context of the
aforementioned hand placement imprecision and tracking uncertainties.
We overcome these issues by inferring the user’s intent to select a particular object
based on a set of behavioral cues that have been documented in the neuropsychology
literature for general goal directed actions. Below we offer a conceptual description
of the role played by each of the behavioral cues that we employ.
Using a metric for the efficiency of an action as an indicator for an intentional
action is justified by the principle of rational action [14, 13]. This principle states
that we, as rational beings, devise our actions such that we approach our goal in
one of the most efficient manners, considering the constraints of the situation. It is
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therefore likely that the object which the user intends to select is among the objects
that can be more easily or efficiently selected in the situation at hand.
The work in [15, 16] reveals that the quality of action persistence, or the fact
that an action repeatedly ends in a similar state, represents significant evidence of an
intentional action. Therefore the persistence shown by the user in approaching a par-
ticular object represents an important clue about the object that the user intends to
select. Our hypothesis is that using an action persistence metric to infer the selection
target will significantly improve the tolerance of our selection method to tracking and
hand placement inaccuracies, especially during challenging selection tasks. We make
this assumption based on the fact that challenging tasks require persistent and often
repeated selection trials. It is known that a general hand reaching movement shows
a ballistic phase [18] marked by a Gaussian-like wrist speed profile and a correction
phase [29] that corresponds to the oscillating movement of the hand around the tar-
get position. The more challenging the selection task becomes for a particular user,
the more prominent and longer in time the correction phase becomes. In all such
cases, our action persistence behavioral cue will rapidly increase in value, and bias
the inference towards the targeted object at an early stage, as described in section
4.3.1. In consequence, the correction phase will be significantly reduced in time. In
section 4.4 we test this hypothesis by means of user studies.
It is important to consider that different people have different dexterity skills,
and personal preferences regarding the manner in which they select and manipulate
objects. In order to adapt to such personal differences, our selection method auto-
matically adjusts the offered level of hand placement fault tolerance according to the
subjective needs of the user. We evaluate the user’s need for a certain level of fault
tolerance by estimating the level of confidence shown by each user about the posi-
tion in space of his/her hand. Observe that we naturally open our hands when we
are uncertain about the position in space of our hands, or when we are preparing to
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grasp, and we move our finger tips closer to each other when we are ready to grasp, or
when we are confident about the position of our hands. The correlation between the
opening of our hand during a general reach to grasp movement and the uncertainty
we feel about the placement of our hand is supported by the principle of rational
action [14, 13] described above. Namely, when we are uncertain about the position
in space of our hands we open them widely in the attempt to increase our chances of
reaching the targeted surface and therefore increase the efficiency of our hand reach-
ing action. A similar observation can be made for the case in which we enter a dark
room and attempt to explore the space using our hands. In consequence, we can
use the opening of the user’s hands along with motion cues that represent hesitant
or oscillatory movements to estimate the level of confidence shown by each person
about the position in space of his/her hand. The oscillations of the user’s hands are
captured by our action persistence behavioral cue which then controls the mechanism
that compensates for hand placement and tracking faults. The same principle of ra-
tional action explains the fact that a person with lower hand control is instinctively
opening their hand more in the attempt to perform a coarser object selection, or a
power grip instead of a precision grip on the objects of interest. Such people also
show hesitation or hand oscillations as soon as they face a selection task that they
perceive to be difficult. Therefore by using the above behavioral cues, our system is
able to estimate the user’s subjective need for hand placement fault tolerance and
adapt to it, as described in section 4.3.
4.2 System Setup
The hardware setup for our virtual environment involved a 3.95x1.672m Cyviz stereo-
scopic projective display that offered a rendering resolution of 2480x1050 pixels.
While developing our virtual object selection method we used a Kinect camera to
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Figure 4.1: System setup.
track the user’s hand joints by relying on the algorithm proposed in [161]. Finger
motion tracking in 3D space was initially demonstrated by Softkinetic [63] using TOF
imaging and in [162] using Kinect cameras and Leap Motion. Although these initial
developments appear very promising, there is currently enough room for reliability
improvements in their finger tracking capabilities. For this reason, we have devel-
oped the incipient stages of our interaction strategies using data gloves (figure 4.1)
equipped with flex sensors for reading the flexure of the user’s fingers. With this
initial prototype our interface exhibits an effective workspace area of approximately
10m2. Before we feed the acquired tracking data into our intention inference algo-
rithms, we pass it through an acceleration low pass filter to eliminate data indicating
tracking faults or unnatural body motion. Once filtered, the tracking data drives a
virtual hand model used to simulate the manipulation of virtual objects. We evaluate
the collisions between virtual objects and simulate their interactions in a physically
plausible manner using the PhysX engine, and perform scene rendering using UDK.
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The proper rendering of a virtual environment can significantly improve the user’s
spatial perception, and further mitigate the challenges induced by the lack of precision
in hand positioning. It is important to note that human depth perception does not
solely rely on the principles of stereo vision, but also on shading cues [163], motion
cues as well as texture [164].
4.3 The Intent Driven Selection (IDS) Method
Our selection method offers hand placement fault tolerance according to the level of
confidence shown by its users with respect to the position in space of their hands. Part
of this tolerance is achieved by placing a proximity sphere around the simplified hand
model of the user such that the fully extended fingers of the hand touch the interior
surface of the sphere, as shown in figure 4.2. The proximity sphere is swept along the
path described by the motion of the hand, and the objects that are intersected by it
are considered to be candidate objects for selection.
The size of the proximity sphere is adjusted according to the users’ level of confi-
dence about the position of their hand. As the volume of this sphere corresponding
to the fully extended fingers or hand placement uncertainty is considerably larger
than the volume of the palm itself, the user can select objects with much lower hand
positioning precision. Therefore the IDS method offers a higher degree of tolerance
to hand positioning faults when the user shows such hand positioning uncertainty,
and therefore needs a higher level of hand positioning tolerance. At the same time,
once the users are confident about their hand position, the system offers them a lower
hand positioning tolerance and concentrates the selection process on finer details by
shrinking the proximity sphere as the hand closes (figure 4.2).
The selection of objects in cluttered environments can be controlled by placing a
series of smaller proximity spheres inside of the outer proximity sphere as illustrated
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Figure 4.2: The adaptable proximity sphere
in figure 4.3. In this manner, the inner spheres of progressively smaller sizes are
intersecting a subset of the objects intersected by the outer sphere as the user’s hand
approaches the target virtual object, which finally leads to a single object selection.
The size of the inner proximity spheres automatically adapts to the user’s intention
in a similar manner to what was described for the outer proximity sphere. We will
refer to this selection method as the IDS1 method. During the selection process, the
proximity spheres are invisible, and the selected objects change their color to red.
Our tests show that the smallest objects that can be practically selected with this
method are spheres of 4.5 cm diameter.
In order to select finer details, we replace the above mentioned inner proximity
spheres with the selection disambiguation mechanism described in the next section.
By including the outer proximity sphere the resulting selection method, named IDS2,
incorporates and extends the adaptable hand placement fault tolerance and all other
strengths offered by the IDS1 method. While employing the IDS2 method, the
candidate objects for selection are highlighted using the glowing effect shown in figure
4.4. The object that is ultimately selected is marked red, and a green guiding beam
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Figure 4.3: Progressive object selection in cluttered environments
joins the center of grasp and the selected object. The beam is used to indicate the
direction in which the users need to move in order to approach or depart the hand
model from the object currently selected. We will use the term center of grasp to
refer to the point located at an approximate distance of 4 cm from the center of the
middle finger’s middle phalange along the perpendicular to this phalange (figure 4.4).
The location of this reference point has been established empirically.
Figure 4.4: The graphical feedback generated during the selection process.
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4.3.1 Selection Disambiguation
In order to be able to select in cluttered environments using natural hand gestures,
we developed a seamless selection disambiguation mechanism that does not require
the user to leave the current environmental context during the selection procedure.
The proposed method selects the virtual object for which the following function is
maximized:
iS(m, e) = tl · ap(m, e) + aeff (m, e) (4.1)
aeff (m, e) =
1
dS(m, e)
(4.2)
where iS - represents the strength of intent, m - the movement of the user’s hand, e
- the evaluated object, ap - the action persistence and aeff - the action efficiency , dS
- the distance to satisfaction, tl - the tolerance/lock tuning factor.
Figure 4.5: Evaluating the action persistence behavioral cue. The identity of each
object is marked by its color, and the green disk represents the object that is targeted
during selection.
The action persistence parameter captures the number of times in which the center
of grasp lies in the Voronoi region of object ’e’ during a specific time interval (figure
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4.5). In other words, the ap parameter estimates the number of user’s attempts to
approach object ’e’. The time window that we have used has a span of approximately
0.7 s while the position of the center of grasp is sampled approximately every 0.033
s. In order to evaluate the action persistence parameter, we use a proximity vector
to store the identity of the object whose Voronoi region includes the center of grasp
at the moment of sampling (see figure 4.5). The ap parameter represents the number
of times in which the object e was stored in the proximity vector during the past
0.7 seconds. The length of the time window that was used has been established
empirically.
The dS term represents the distance between the center of grasp and the surface
of object ’e’. Therefore the action efficiency parameter will assume low values for
distant objects that are difficult to select, and high values for objects that are close
to the center of grasp. We use basic distance queries to evaluate the dS parameter,
as well as the membership of the center of grasp to Voronoi regions.
In this manner, for those users who show hand jitter, hesitation or lower hand
control, the ap behavioral cue will assume high values with respect to the object
around which the user’s virtual hand oscillates. As a result, our selection method
identifies the target object at an early stage, and tolerates such hand placement or
tracking faults. The tolerance is proportional to the value of the persistence behavioral
cue as well as the size of the proximity sphere. In the case in which users show higher
dexterity levels, our method will select the closest object to the users’ hand.
The tl factor is used to adjust the balance between the hand placement fault
tolerance offered by our method, and the selection locking or sticking effect caused
by large ap values. Our experience shows that a good balance is achieved for tl = 2.
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4.4 Empirical Evaluation
In all studies described below the users stood approximately 2m in front of the pro-
jection screen described in section 4.1. A Kinect camera was placed in front of the
screen to track the users movement. The study participants wore on their right hand a
data glove equipped with 5 flex sensors that measure the approximate flexion of their
fingers. Observe that the technique proposed in this paper is completely independent
of the use of data gloves as long as the flexion of the fingers can be estimated. Differ-
ent virtual environments were rendered on the screen for different tests, as discussed
below.
4.4.1 Evaluating the Behavioral Cues
In what follows we test the main effects of the action efficiency and persistence be-
havioral cues on the performances of the proposed selection method. Specifically,
we are interested in finding out the approximate size of the smallest object that can
be practically selected when our disambiguation method is based solely on the ac-
tion efficiency cue. Then we evaluate the hypothesis which states that by relying on
the action persistence behavioral cue our method allows users to select their targets
faster and more efficiently. Furthermore, we are investigating the influence of the
users’ number of selection trials using the IDS2 method, and their previous experi-
ence with 3D virtual environments on the speed with which they manage to select
their targets.
Test Population
Thirty participants were recruited to take part in this study. Their ages range from
20 to 52, with a median age 26, including 15 female participants and 3 left handed.
Twelve have declared that they do not play video games or work with 3D CAD
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software packages and virtual environments, seven are sometimes using such 3D en-
vironments, and 11 use them frequently. The test lasted approximately 30 minutes
and the participants were compensated 10$ for their time.
Procedure
Before taking part in the actual tests, the participants witnessed a brief (less than
20s) demonstration of the capabilities of the interface. Then, they were allowed to
experiment by themselves with the elements of the interface for no more than 5
minutes. On the screen the virtual environment shown in figure 4.6 was displayed.
The diameters of the spheres assigned as target objects for selection were: target one
4.5 cm, target two 2.25 cm, target three 1.12 cm, target four 0.6 cm.
Figure 4.6: The selection test. Target number 4 is marked as the current selection
target
In order to evaluate the efficiency of our selection method we considered the
following performance parameters: 1) Time efficiency, which is the amount of time
spent by the user while attempting to select designated objects, and 2) Perceived
effort, which is the amount of effort spent by the user while performing the selection.
To assess the effect of the action persistence behavioral cue on the efficiency of the
IDS2 method, we compared two versions of the IDS2, namely with and without the
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ap behavior cue. The most efficient selection method is considered to be the one that
minimizes both performance parameters identified above.
To evaluate the above parameters, we asked the participants to select as fast as
they can the objects marked as targets in figure 4.6. Only one object was designated
for selection at a time. Selecting an object different than the designated object triggers
a distinctive sound. In order to avoid potential confusion, a different sound is played
once a new object is assigned for selection. At the same time, the target object starts
blinking bright green (figure 4.6 target 4) until it becomes the subject of a stable
selection. A selection is considered to be stable if the target object remains selected
for a period of 2s, and no other object becomes selected during this period. The
selected objects are colored red, while the candidate objects for selection are marked
by the glowing effect shown in figure 4.4.
Once the user performs a stable selection, the system assigns a new target object.
The time passed between the moment the target object is assigned and the moment
the user completes a stable selection is recorded and used for measuring the time
efficiency parameter. Following the procedure above, the system guides the user
through all selection cases shown in figure 4.6. After iterating once through all cases,
the user is notified that the selection method is switched to the other selection method.
Then, the same procedure is followed while using the other selection method.
In order to minimize the influence of chance on the test outcomes, this process
is repeated 10 times for each selection method and each user. As expected, the
first selection trials are the slowest for each participant. To avoid biasing the data,
the starting selection method is changed with each user. Therefore the tests are
counterbalanced, and the 2 selection methods are evaluated in identical conditions.
To avoid biasing the user’s opinion, during the test we referred to the IDS2 method
that does not use the ap behavior cue as ‘the blue method’ while the other one as ‘the
green method’. The color of the guiding beam was changed according to the names
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used. At the end of the test each user was asked to evaluate the following statement:
”The green selection method requires less effort than the blue selection method.”
 strongly agree  agree  neutral  disagree  strongly
disagree
The above Likert scale is used to evaluate the perceived effort parameter
We evaluate the size of the smallest spheres that can be practically selected when
our selection disambiguation procedure relies only on the action efficiency cue by
measuring the time spent by users while selecting, and the number of successful
selection attempts on spheres of specific sizes.
Result Analysis
Figure 4.7: The evolution of the overall selection time of a typical user. S2 - the
IDS2 method employing the ap behavioral cue, S1 - IDS
2 without ap cue
The data shown in figure 4.7 suggests that the action persistence behavioral cue
helps users achieve lower and less variable selection times. In order to obtain time
efficiency parameters that are representative for the entire population, we average all
data collected for each particular selection case. The results summarized in figure 4.8
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indicate that by using the ap behavioral cue the IDS
2 method becomes 5.4 % slower
on target T1 (R = 2.25 cm) , 5.1 % faster on T2 (R = 1.12 cm) , 30.8 % faster on
T3 (R = 0.56 cm) , 105.6 % faster on T4 (R = 0.28 cm) respectively 45.5 % faster
overall.
Figure 4.8: The selection time parameters averaged over the entire test population.
S2 - the IDS2 method employing the ap behavioral cue, S1 - IDS
2 without ap cue.
The error bars represent the standard deviation of the average performance of each
user.
We run repeated measures one way ANOVA tests to verify if the collected data
provides significant evidences to support the above observations. The variances of
the data collected for the 2 methods are stabilized by applying a natural logarithm
transformation on the timing data.
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The results show that, when augmented by the ap behavioral cue, the IDS
2
method becomes significantly faster in terms of the time spent to select all 4 targets
(F1,29 = 83.7, p < 0.001, η
2 = 0.74), as well as to select target 4 (F1,29 = 129.9, p <
0.001, η2 = 0.81), and target 3 (F1,29 = 13.6, p < 0.035, η
2 = 0.32). On the other hand,
the data does not show a significant difference between the methods when tested on
target 2 (F1,29 = 0.004, p > 0.1, η
2 = 0) or target 1 (F1,29 = 1.61, p > 0.1, η
2 = 0.05).
Also, as shown in figure 4.9, 23.3 % of the participants strongly agree that the ‘green’
selection method requires less effort than the ‘blue’ one, while 46.6 % agree, 13.3 %
are neutral, and 16.6 % disagree. In consequence, we can conclude that by employing
the action persistence behavioral cue our selection method allows users to select their
targets faster and more efficiently, especially during difficult selection cases.
Figure 4.9: The user’s perception of the selection effort reduction caused by involving
the action persistence cue into the selection method.
Out of the 300 selection trials that have been performed on target 4, 1% ended in
abandon when the ‘blue’ selection method was used. We used a time measurement
equal to 3 minutes for every task abandon. The mean and the standard deviation
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of the time spent by users during selection can be seen in figure 4.8. No abandon
was encountered during the rest of the 2100 selection trials. Based on this data, we
conclude that the smallest sphere that can be repeatedly selected while relying on the
aeff cue alone has a diameter of 0.6 cm. Furthermore during all 1200 selection trials
no task abandon was encountered while using both behavioral cues in our selection
disambiguation procedure.
Next, we look at the influence of users’ experience with 3D virtual environments
on their ability to perform quick selection tasks using the IDS2 method. The tests
that follow are performed with the complete IDS2 method containing all behavioral
cues presented in section 3. On the collected timing data we run a series of repeated
measures ANOVA tests in which the declared user experience is treated as a 3 level
factor. The results show that the users previous experience with 3D virtual environ-
ments does not significantly affect their performance in any of the 4 selection cases:
T4 (F2,27 = 2.42, p > 0.1, η
2 = 0.15), T3 (F2,27 = 1.08, p > 0.1, η
2 = 0.07), T2
(F2,27 = 1.75, p > 0.1, η
2 = 0.11) and T1 (F2,27 = 2.05, p > 0.1, η
2 = 0.13).
Similarly, we test the influence of the number of selection trials on the users
selection speed. This factor proves to be significant while tested on T4 (F9,258 =
2.16, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.07), T3 (F9,258 = 3.22, p < 0.001, η
2 = 0.1), T2 (F9,258 =
3.34, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.1) and T1 (F9,258 = 7.85, p < 0.001, η
2 = 0.21). Due to
the fact that most of our users took a significantly longer time during their first
selection trial than during the remaining 9 trials, we run the same ANOVA test
without considering their first trial on each of the 4 targets. Interestingly, in this
case the number of selection trials becomes insignificant when tested on T4 (F8,229 =
1.04, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.03), as well as on T3 (F8,229 = 1.71, p > 0.05, η
2 = 0.05), and
T2 (F8,229 = 1.18, p > 0.05, η
2 = 0.03), but not on T1 (F8,229 = 6.02, p < 0.001, η
2 =
0.17). These results show that after the first selection trial on each target the users
stop learning how to use the IDS2 method except in the case of target T1. This
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surprising exception could be explained by the fact that the tests on both selection
methods start with T1. Therefore the users have at least the experience of selecting
one T1 target before they attempt to select the other targets. The difference in
the results obtained while considering the first selection trial, and the ones obtained
while neglecting the first trial indicates that the IDS2 method requires very little
experience or training.
4.4.2 The Performance of The IDS1 Selection Method
Here we briefly perform a direct comparison between the efficiency shown by our IDS1
method and the Virtual Hand Selection (VHS) method. As explained in section 3.3,
the IDS2 method incorporates and extends the strengths of the IDS1 method and
therefore the results obtained in this test represents an approximate lower bound of
the capabilities of the IDS2 method as well.
The test procedure is identical with what was presented in the previous test,
except for the following aspects: eight volunteers took part in this study, including
two female participants, and one left handed. Their ages range from 20 to 27, with a
median age of 25. None of the participants had previous experience with manipulating
virtual objects in 3D using natural gestures.
In order to evaluate the two performance parameters described in section 4.1.2,
our participates were asked to select the targets shown in figure 4.10 five times with
each selection method. The size of the virtual blocks (i.e., the large objects that we
refer to below) used in our selection tests were 9× 10× 12cm and the virtual spheres
(the small objects) had a radius of 2.25cm. Each of the selection cases shown in figure
4.10 is designed to raise different selection challenges as we explain below:
• Case a): selecting a large and mostly occluded object. This task evaluates the
selection efficiency in one of the common cases when users show a significantly
increased hand placement imprecision. In such a case, the evaluation results
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Figure 4.10: The selection cases: Selecting a) Large Occluded Objects, b) Under
Tracking Noise Conditions, c) Small Objects in Cluttered Environment, d) Small
Objects Close to Large Objects, e) Large Unoccluded Objects
will be dominated by the effects of hand placement imprecision. The motivation
for this selection setup comes from the fact that users can observe only a small
part of the target object and, therefore, they do not precisely know where the
object boundaries are. Furthermore, because the target objects are occluded by
large objects, the users’ virtual hand will become partially occluded when the
users approach their target. In consequence, participants will have difficulties in
understanding the relative position between their hand and the target object,
which decreases their ability to precisely position their hand model in the virtual
space.
• Case b): selecting a small object under tracking noise conditions. As figure 4.10
shows, the target objects for this case are placed close to the lateral sides of the
table model. The table top is positioned such that its side edges are in close
proximity to the limits of the field of view (FOV) of the tracking camera. When
the users try to get near these limits, parts of their body might leave the FOV
of the camera or might get occluded by other body parts. In consequence, the
image processing and tracking algorithms cannot collect sufficient information
about the position of users body parts in order to produce reliable output. This
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fact translates into an increased frequency of tracking noise occurrence.
• Case c) selecting a small object in a cluttered environment.
• Case d) selecting a small object positioned in close vicinity to large objects.
• Case e) selecting large and unoccluded objects.
Result Analysis
During the test each participant performed with each selection method 5 selection
trials on each of the 12 target objects marked in figure 4.10 to produce a total of 60
measurements for each participant and selection method. The timing data summa-
rized in figure 4.11 suggests that on average the IDS1 helps users select 76% faster
in case a) in which users show hand placement imprecision, 26% faster while they
are selecting under increased tracking noise conditions (case b), 15% slower when
selecting small and cluttered targets (case c), 9% slower when selecting small objects
that are in close proximity of large objects (case d) and 17% slower when selecting
large and unoccluded objects (case e).
We use again one way repeated measures ANOVA tests to analyze the significance
of the observations made above, as described in section 4.1.3. The results show that
by using the IDS1 method users select their targets significantly faster when facing
the selection case a) (F1,7 = 6.5, p < 0.05, η
2 = 0.48) as well as in case b) (F1,7 =
13.1, p < 0.01, η2 = 0.65). On the other hand the data does not show a significant
difference between the methods in selection case c) (F1,7 = 3, p > 0.1, η
2 = 0.3) or
d) (F1,7 = 0.67, p > 0.1, η
2 = 0.08). Surprisingly, the IDS1 method turned to be
17% slower (F1,7 = 26.1, p < 0.01, η
2 = 0.78) than the VHS method in the case
in which the users were asked to select large objects (case e) that do not require
accurate hand placement or significant tolerance to tracking noise. This might be
explained by the fact that while using the VHS method an object is selected once the
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hand model intersects an object. Because this selection case requires a lower level of
control over the hand placement, and the user can easily see where the intersection
takes place, the VHS method proves to be facile and fast. At the same time, unlike
the IDS2 method, the IDS1 method does not show the extent of the proximity
spheres. Therefore, without previous experience, the users cannot immediately tell
where exactly is the intersection taking place, as is the case with the VHS or IDS2
methods.
Figure 4.11: The selection time parameters averaged over the entire test population.
The error bars represent the standard deviation of the average performance of each
user.
While evaluating the perceived effort parameter 87.5% of the participants agreed
that the IDS1 method requires less effort for selection than the VHS method while
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12.5% disagreed. These results indicate that the IDS1 selection method allows users
to select their targets faster and more efficiently than the VHS method, especially
during challenging selection cases.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we introduced a new virtual object selection method that facilitates
the use of natural hand gestures to manipulate virtual objects in 3D. Our method
does not rely on hand held devices or symbolic gestures and therefore, it does not
restrict the manipulative capabilities of our natural hand gestures. Instead, this
technique supports the use of 3D imaging methods for tracking the user’s body, and
compensates for the inherent tracking and hand placement faults.
When compared with the existent selection methods, our approach affords the
use of natural hand gestures to select objects whose dimensions are smaller than the
tracking resolution of the employed system. The proposed technique offers a seamless
selection disambiguation mechanism, which does not require the user to leave the
current manipulation context or use symbolic gestures and buttons.
We achieve these capabilities by identifying the objects that are targeted during
the selection process based on a set of behavioral cues which have been documented
into the neuropsychology literature. By means of user studies we have tested the
relevance of 2 behavior cues with respect to the virtual object selection task. The
results prove that the action persistence cue enables users to select objects 45% faster
and more efficiently, especially during challenging selection tasks. At the same time
the action efficiency behavior cue affords the selection of objects having their largest
dimension as small as 0.6 cm even when these objects are located in environments in
which the distance to neighboring objects is approximately 0.1 cm.
Furthermore, these behavioral cues enable us to estimate the user’s need for hand
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placement fault tolerance during the selection process. In consequence, our method
is capable of automatically adapting to the user’s subjective need for various levels
of hand placement and tracking fault tolerance.
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Chapter 5
Manipulating and Assembling
Virtual Objects
5.1 General Concepts
An effective 3DUI that affords the use of hand gestures to manipulate virtual objects
without employing wearable hardware can be developed by:
1. Compensating for the
• Loss in the hand placement precision [8, 9, 7];
• Gesture variability among different users and execution contexts;
• Inherent tracking uncertainties and information delay;
2. Detecting the user’s manipulation intention from natural hand gestures, and
executing virtual object manipulation in real time.
We overcome these issues by extracting behavioral cues corresponding to manip-
ulative gestures from the observed continuous natural hand gestures of the user. The
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motivation behind our approach can be illustrated through the analogy with the hu-
man ability to understand someone’s speech even when he is grammatically incorrect
or accompanied by background noise. A similar observation can be made about our
ability to recognize common human actions in the presence of incomplete informa-
tion. For example, consider a person standing in front of a door with one hand near
the door’s key hole while the reaching arm shows subtle movements. To an outside
observer such a situation suggests that it is very likely that the person standing by
the door is trying to unlock it, and this is true although the key and the motion of
the fingers are not seen by the observer. Similarly, for our context, we conjecture that
it is possible to understand someone’s manipulative intention even if his/her hands
are inaccurately placed relative to the virtual object that is being manipulated or
if our scene observations are temporarily affected by noise or uncertainties. In fact,
the door manipulation example suggests that we can approach the task of intention
inference by analyzing the activity contexts and the motion of large or salient body
parts. The same idea is applied for reach to grasp gestures, but unlike the previous
example, these gestures show high variability among different types of grasps, among
gestures representing the same type of grasp while performed by different individu-
als, or even the same type of gestures performed by the same person but in different
manipulation contexts [165, 166]. Analogous examples can be found for most of our
natural gestures.
We argue that one can account for this large variability and build methods that
are generalizable by relying on descriptive features that are not significantly influ-
enced by tracking uncertainties, hand placement faults or the common variability of
manipulative gestures. One such set of features can be found in the neuropsychol-
ogy literature that describes the motion profiles shown by wrists and fingers during
manipulative actions. By detecting those behavioral cues that are encountered in all
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generic1 human manipulative gestures we are able to infer the manipulative intentions
of the user in the presence of gesture variability and uncertainties.
5.1.1 Behavioral Cues for Reach to Grasp Gestures
The studies summarized in [21] show that during a general reach to grasp movement
the human hand shows early finger modulation that will morph into a hand grip
posture which will show a maximum grip aperture in the time interval between 60%
and 70% of the total reach to grasp movement time. This grip aperture was found
to be linearly dependent on the object size. Furthermore during a general hand
reaching movement the speed of the hand wrist shows a Gaussian like, or bell shaped
profile [29, 21, 17, 18, 19, 20] as illustrated in figure 5.1. According to [17] the
shape of the motion profiles can be observed at all movement speeds. Yet, due to
the limitations of our body tracking technology we will not be able to observe high
speed Gaussian profiles. However, the descending Gaussian branch shown in figure
5.1 corresponds to the movement phase in which users slow down their hands in
order to reach the desired position. Since careful or meaningful movements usually
characterize the object assembly procedures, we are interested in identifying motion
cues that represent users’ intent to accurately position their reaching hand. As you
can see in figure 5.1, the end of the descending Gaussian profile represents such a
behavioral cue. Namely, this cue is preceding the accurate placement of user’s palm
around the object to be grasped, respectively the careful placement of the grasped
object. Such motion features are also present in the case in which the user attempts
to employ general grasping gestures for manipulating virtual objects in a contact
free virtual environment [165]. It is worth noting that if the users are required to
position their hands with high precision in the above mentioned environments, the
hand velocities will also exhibit a positioning correction phase [29] in addition to the
1By generic manipulative gestures we refer to all forms/instances of specific manipulative ges-
tures, such as hand reaching or grasping, which commonly occur during physical manipulation.
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large Gaussian profiles. During this phase the velocity profiles are less ample and
regular than the Gaussian profiles. The length in time of the positioning correction
phase can be interpreted as an indicator for the level of difficulties caused by the
loss in the users’ hand positioning precision for a certain manipulation task. As we
will later show our 3DUI does not require the users to position their hands with high
precision and therefore the correction phase in the hand reaching movement becomes
negligible in our case.
Given the above gesture characteristics that remain invariant in all observed grasp-
ing gestures, we use them to build salient feature vectors that are representative for
general forms of grasping gestures. Consequently, we are able to overcome the chal-
lenges posed by typical grasping variability by extracting behavioral cues from the
continuous tracking data and classifying them into groups that represent grasping or
other manipulative intentions.
Figure 5.1: The bell-shaped profiles shown by the tangential speed of the wrist during
reaching movements.
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5.1.2 Human Action Segmentation
In order to develop efficient classifiers we need to segment the continuous stream of
tracking data into time windows that represent a single action [148, 167].We accom-
plish this by using the behavioral cue shown during a general arm reaching movement
as the segmentation feature that marks the time boundaries of a certain action. For
reasons explained above we use the end of the descending Gaussian profile shown by
the tangential speed of the wrist of the reaching arm as our segmentation feature.
Given the fact that the arm reaching movement is a primitive motion present in all
manipulative gestures that require a precise hand positioning, the proposed segmen-
tation feature is generally applicable to all these types of gestures, including those
involved in assembly tasks.
Considering that during an object assembly task the user’s hand reaches the object
to be manipulated, performs the manipulation task, and then reaches again towards
the position and orientation where the object must be placed, the arm reaching move-
ment appears to be a natural action segmentation feature for an assembly task. Note
that a large part of our daily interactions involve arm reaching movements, so this seg-
mentation feature is applicable to a wide range of human activities. Similar principles
are used for other manipulative gestures as shown below.
5.1.3 Managing Tracking Uncertainties
In order to build intention inference methods that tolerate tracking uncertainties we
need to identify those behavioral cues that have a low likelihood of being significantly
affected by such uncertainties. Based on the time duration of these uncertainties,
they can be classified as instantaneous or persistent tracking uncertainties. In the
instantaneous class we group the tracking faults that have a time persistence of less
than 60ms such as those caused by imaging noise, transient external light influences,
specularities or short time occlusions. On the other hand, the group of persistent
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uncertainties includes tracking faults caused by persistent occlusions, low imaging
resolution and others. The time threshold that separates these 2 classes has been
established experimentally as its exact value depends on the performance of specific
body tracking methods.
One group of behavioral cues that are not sensitive to instantaneous uncertainties
are those defined by tracking information having a long time span. However, the
long time span will obviously force the processing methods into a long time wait
before they can start processing the data stream. In order to limit this delay to
values below 200ms, we are incorporating in our behavioral cues large time span
tracking information by defining the cues in specific activity contexts such as the
correlation between the finger modulation, and the hand reaching movement. Despite
this relatively large time span that accounts for the time needed for the fingers to
modulate plus the time spent during the hand reaching phase, these behavioral cues
can be identified without a noticeable time delay due to the overlapping character
of these actions. By detecting these specific activity contexts we can identify the
tracking information that does not match the context, and treat this information as
noise.
We handle persistent tracking uncertainties by using behavioral cues that include
motion features of salient or large body parts, which are less likely to be affected by
persistent tracking uncertainties. Namely, the motions of homologous finger joints
of the same hand are highly correlated during the reach to grasp movement [168].
This fact helps improve the finger tracking robustness to occlusion or noise. As an
example, if we are observing a Gaussian like speed profile for the forearm of the arm,
and three of the fingers are showing the modulation in time that would describe a
grasping intention, then we can still infer the grasping intention of the user even if
the other two fingers are completely occluded or if the stochastic tracking algorithm
indicates that they are moving in an unusual manner.
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5.1.4 The Inherent Hand Positioning Imprecision and The
Virtual Object Assembly Endeavor
In order to resolve the problems induced by the imprecision in the hand/finger posi-
tioning, our intention inference methods rely solely on behavioral cues that describe
the hand/finger motion of the user relative to a previous hand/finger position. In
other words, our intention inference methods do not depend on the relative posi-
tion between the virtual model of the user’s hand and the objects that are to be
manipulated, therefore, we can robustly detect the user’s intention despite the hand
positioning imprecision problem. We identify the object which the user intends to
select by relying on the intent driven selection (IDS) technique proposed in chapter
4. In consequence, our manipulation techniques benefit form the hand placement and
body tracking fault tolerance embedded in the IDS method.
To infer the fashion in which our users intend to assemble virtual objects we
will apply and extend the intention inference principles introduced in section 4.1.
Namely we are decomposing the virtual object assembly task into a set of constraint
selection actions that occur in parallel or in sequence. The constraint selection process
happens seamlessly while our users employ their natural hand gestures to assemble
virtual objects. To achieve this, out of the acquired tracking data we extract a set
of behavioral cues that are representative for general goal directed actions. The cues
are used to model users’ behavior and infer their manipulation intentions by means
of machine learning. Below we offer a conceptual description of the role played by
each of the behavioral cues that we employ.
Using a metric for the efficiency of an action as an indicator for an intentional
action is justified by the principle of rational action [14, 13]. This principle states
that we, as rational beings, devise our actions such that we approach our goal in
one of the most efficient manners, considering the constraints of the situation. It is
therefore likely that the assembly constraint which the user intends to apply is among
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those constraints that can be more easily enforced in the situation at hand.
The work in [15, 16] reveals that the quality of action persistence or the fact
that an action repeatedly ends in a similar state represents significant evidence of an
intentional action. Therefore, the persistence shown by the user in moving the manip-
ulated object towards the location where a particular assembly constraint is satisfied
represents an important clue about the constraint which the user intends to apply.
Our hypothesis is that by using an action persistence metric to infer the targeted
constraint we will significantly improve the tolerance of our assembling intention in-
ference method to tracking and hand placement inaccuracies. More specifically, this
cue helps us discriminate between accidental movements, body tracking faults and
users’ persistent trials to apply the set of assembly constraints they desire.
The action duration or the effort invested by our users in a specific action repre-
sents another indicator of the intentional character of the action [16]. The correlation
between these behavioral cues and the intent of an action has been studied in the
neuropsychology literature. However, the exact relationship between these behavioral
cues and the strength of intent of the actor has not been studied before. In order to
establish the relative importance between these cues and infer users’ intentions, we
employ a CRF probabilistic graphical model as described in section 5.6.2.
5.2 System Setup
The current hardware setup for our virtual environment consists of a stereoscopic
projective display that offers a rendering resolution of 2480x1050 pixels. A LeapMo-
tion camera is place in front of the screen to track a user’s hand and fingers. Before
we feed the acquired tracking data into our intention inference algorithms, we pass it
through an acceleration low pass filter to eliminate data indicating tracking faults or
unnatural body motion. The filter has an empirically established cut off value of 5.4
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Figure 5.2: System setup
mm/s2. Once filtered, the tracking data drives a virtual hand model used to simulate
the manipulation of virtual objects. We evaluate the collisions between virtual ob-
jects and simulate their interactions in a physically plausible manner using the PhysX
engine and perform scene rendering using UE4. The proper rendering of a virtual en-
vironment can significantly improve the user’s spatial perception and further mitigate
the challenges induced by the lack of precision in hand positioning. It is important
to note that human depth perception does not solely rely on the principles of stereo
vision, but also on shading cues [163], motion cues as well as texture [164].
5.3 Action Segmentation
Once an object is selected, we need to infer users’ manipulation intentions in real
time. The action segmentation strategy discussed in the General Concepts section
plays a critical role in enabling the efficient classification of continuous hand motion
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data into clusters that represent specific manipulative intentions.
We propose using the end of the descending branch of the Gaussian profile shown
by the wrist’s speed as the feature that marks the end of a manipulation activity.
As explained in section 5.1.1 this motion feature is present in general arm reaching
movements. In order to detect the motion feature, we store the speed of each wrist into
a ring buffer, and then determine the variation of these velocities by differentiating
the preprocessed tracking data. On top of the low pass filter mentioned in section
5.2 we apply an acceleration median filter defined over 5 data frames. To reduce the
influence of hand trembling, or oscillations that might be caused by hand placement
faults, we smooth the filtered data using 4 data frames. Therefore, the detection of
the end of a descending Gaussian profile reduces to identifying a smooth descent in the
speed profile followed by a relative hand stop. The velocity analysis is triggered once a
virtual object is selected and the relative velocity between the hand and the object is
lower than an empirically established threshold of 1 mm/s. All the design parameters
that are empirically established are strongly dependent on the performance of the
used body tracking method.
5.4 Object Grasping and Basic Manipulation
To detect users’ grasping intention, our algorithm starts by searching for the end of
the descending Gaussian profile. When the finger flexion pattern [21] is identified
following the descending Gaussian profile, a grasp gesture is detected and the outer
surface of the selected object is attached to the inner arch of the reaching palm.
The implementation details can be seen in the process flow diagram sketched in
figure 5.3.The IDS object selection method equips our grasping technique with a
significant tolerance to hand positioning faults, while mitigating the effects of the
tracking uncertainties as explained earlier.
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Figure 5.3: The process flow diagram of the grasping method
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Once grasped, the selected object naturally follows the translation and the rotation
of the virtual hand model. Finally, the grasp release is triggered when the sum of the
angle openings in the joints of the grasping fingers is increased more than 10 degrees.
After an object is released its dynamics are simulated in a physically plausible manner
using the PhysX engine.
5.5 Guiding Push and Object Hitting Simulation
The guiding push of virtual objects is achieved by evaluating the collisions between
the simplified hand model and the virtual environment. Specifically, if a collision with
an object is detected and the hand continues to move with accelerations smaller than
a prescribed threshold (1.7 mm/s2), the system will infer a pushing intention and,
in consequence, will attach the pushed object to the virtual hand model by mating
the points of collision between the two bodies. So the pushed object will follow
the motion of the hand. Once the action end feature is identified (see the General
Concepts section), the object-hand attachment will be terminated and the pushing
effect will end. In the following text we will use the term Intent Driven Push (IDP)
to refer to this method.
It is apparent that our approach does not simulate the pushing effect as realisti-
cally as the physics dominant methods. However, by relying exclusively on physical
simulations, any manipulation task in the presence of hand positioning and tracking
uncertainties is bound to suffer from unintended instabilities of the physical simula-
tions, which often make such a system unusable. On the other hand, our approach
allows the use of natural gestures for pushing virtual objects by detecting the pushing
intention and simulating the effect of such a push in an intuitive manner while offer-
ing tolerance to the hand positioning and tracking errors. We demonstrate in section
5.8 that these aspects lead to a significant increase of efficiency and versatility of our
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methods over what the physics based methods can offer.
Figure 5.4: a) Precision grip, b) power grip, c) the guiding push of a sphere
The object hitting intention is a particular case of pushing and, consequently, is
detected by the same algorithm. The difference between hitting and pushing gestures
is that the former exhibits large accelerations of the wrist. The hitting intention
is simulated by applying a force impulse on the object that is being hit along the
direction of the hand movement and having a magnitude proportional to wrist speed
before the impact. Examples of virtual object manipulations can be seen in Figure
5.4.
5.6 Inferring Users’ Assembly Intention
The hand placement inaccuracies and body tracking faults become a serious impedi-
ment during virtual object assembly tasks. Since there are hundreds of different ways
(figure 5.5) in which two simple brick models can be assembled, we have developed
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a probabilistic graphical model to represent users’ behavior during assembling tasks
and automatically infer the fashion in which they intend to couple the assembled ob-
jects. In this manuscript we demonstrate our approach while inferring users’ intent to
apply the following assembly constraints: incidence and coincidence constraints be-
tween a vertex and another vertex, an edge, an axis or a planar face; parallelism and
coincidence constraints between two edges or axes; and coplanar constraints between
faces.
Figure 5.5: A few of the various ways in which two parallelepipeds can be coupled. a)
The configuration in which the user might be able to position the objects by means
of free hand movements. b-f) exemplify potentially desired assemblies.
5.6.1 Behavioral Cues Characterizing Specific Assembly In-
tentions
Our probabilistic graphical model is conditioned on the behavioral cues introduced
in section 5.1.4. In the context of our application, these behavioral cues are defined
to characterize users’ intent to enforce various assembly constraints.
The action efficiency behavioral cue (aeff ) estimates the effort required to enforce
a specific assembly constraint. We will define this cue to be inversely proportional to
the following distance to constraint satisfaction function (dS).
aeff =
1
dS
dS =
d
[mm]
+
a
[deg]
(5.1)
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Where d represents a distance metric and a an angle measurement that characterizes
each specific type of constraints that we evaluate. For example, in the case of a copla-
nar constraint between two faces, ’d’ represents the distance between the evaluated
faces while ’a’ is the angle between them. In the case of a parallelism constraint be-
tween two edges ’a’ represents the angle between the edges and ’d’ is 0. While for the
coincidence between edges ’d’ is the distance between the edges and ’a’ has the same
significance as in the previous case. In the case of coincidence constraints between
vertices or the incidence constraints between a vertex and an edge, axis or face ’d’ is
the distance between the vertex and the other coupling element, while ’a’ is ignored.
The action persistence (ap) behavioral cue estimates the level of perseverance with
which the user attempts to apply a particular assembly constraint. More specifically,
this cue represents the frequency with which the user gets close to satisfying the
evaluated constraint (see section 4.3 [169]). To measure the closeness to satisfying a
constraint, we use the distance to constraint satisfaction metric described above. In
this manner, for those users who show hand jitter, hesitation or lower hand control,
the ap behavioral cue will assume high values with respect to the constraint around
which the user’s virtual hand oscillates. As a result, our inference method will be
able to identify the targeted assembly constraint at an early stage, and tolerate such
hand placement or body tracking faults.
The action duration (ad) behavioral cue represents the number of steps with
which the user advances towards satisfying a particular assembly constraint. The
advancement is established based on the dS function and each step is counted at
approximately even time intervals (33 ms). In the case in which the dS metric shows
a decrease at the moment of users’ advancement evaluation, the ad behavioral clue
will be incremented otherwise ad will decrease by one unit. In figure 5.6 you can
see the evolution of the values assumed by our behavioral cue metrics during several
virtual object assembly tasks.
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Figure 5.6: The evolution of our behavior cue metrics while the user attempts to: a)
overlap two faces, b) apply an incidence constraint between a corner and an edge, c)
apply a coincidence constraint between two corners.
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The neuropsychology literature documents the correlation between such behav-
ioral cues and intentional actions. However, the exact relationship between these
cues and users’ intention remains to be discovered. Therefore, we will rely on ma-
chine learning techniques to estimate this relationship.
5.6.2 Modeling Users’ Behavior During Assembling Tasks
One of the most popular techniques used to represent an uncertain chain of events
that describe an activity is the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [170, 171]. Such mod-
els are capable of representing mutual dependencies between events or observations,
and their parameters are relatively easy to interpret. However, they cannot represent
complex contextual information in an efficient manner [172]. Also the HMM mod-
els require independent feature vectors [167], which fact becomes an impediment in
our case, since all our behavioral cues depend on the distance to constraint satis-
faction. Another common class of approaches are the Dynamic Bayesian Networks
(BN) [173, 174]. Their intuitive structure makes them easy to design and their pa-
rameters are easy to interpret, but BN can only represent unidirectional dependencies
between events or random variables. Conditional Random Fields (CRF) have been
successfully used in [175, 176, 177]. Such models can be conditioned on heterogeneous
contextual information and represent mutual dependencies among events. However,
their parameters are less interpretable [172] and computationally expensive to esti-
mate. Various other models have been proposed and most of them are reviewed in
[167, 178].
We aim to identify the assembly constraints which the user intends to enforce
while manipulating virtual objects. Since our main source of information about users’
intentions are our uncertain observations about their behavior, which often includes
accidental movements, we will treat the potential assembly constraints, or intentions,
as random variables. Given the fact that the enforcement of an assembly constraint
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can prevent or facilitate the enforcement of another constraint, our behavioral model
must be able to represent the mutual dependencies between our random variables.
Therefore, we choose to represent users’ behavior using a CRF model in which the
potential assembly constraints are random variables conditioned on behavioral cues.
As shown in figure 5.7 our random variables are represented by the Clij nodes while
the ecc edges of influence represent the mutual dependencies between the potential
assembly constraints. In our notation the l, p, q ∈ [1, 2..Q] indices represents a
particular constraint out of the total Q constraints that can be applied between
object ’i’ and object ’j’ or ’k’. Therefore, our CRF model, represents users’ potential
intent to apply one or more constraints ’l’, ’p’ and/or ’q’ between object ’i’ and object
’j’ in the presence of one or more objects ’k’, where i, j, k ∈ [1, 2, ..M ].
Figure 5.7: The Conditional Random Field Model representing users’ potential intent
to apply one or more constraints ’l’, ’p’ and/or ’q’ between object ’i’ and object ’j’ in
the presence of object ’k’.
The random variables in our CRF model are not only conditioned on behavioral
cues (aeff , ap, ad) but also on the constraints supported (SC) by the geometry of the
manipulated objects as well as the relative location (rLoc) and orientation (rRot)
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between the assembled objects. The dashed edges in figure 5.7 represent the various
other potential constraints which the user might intend to apply a specific moment in
time. In the attempt to describe a general application case for the developed methods,
in figure 5.7 we illustrate the form taken by our model when we have three or more
potential constraints that can occur between three or more objects i,j,k. However, we
can have multiple constraints occurring between only two objects. In that case the
Cqjk random variable is replaced by C
q
ij and the following model changes in a straight
forward manner.
5.6.3 Parameterizing Our Model
We parametrize our CRF model using log linear edge and node potentials: In all
the equations below, the y terms represent indicator functions used for classification,
while φ represent feature vectors.
The node C lij potential takes the form:
Ψtc(ij) =
∑
l∈Kij
ylij
(
wc · φtc (i, j)
)
ylij =

1 if Cij can take label ’l’ at time ’t’
0 otherwise
(5.2)
Where Kij represents the set of potential constraints or labels that node Cij can
assume at time t and wc is a weight vector learned during the training process.
The potential associated with the ecc edge which joins nodes Cij and Cik:
Ψcc (ij, ik) =
∑
(l,p)∈(Kij×Kik)
ylijy
p
ik
(
wcc · φlpcc (ij, ik)
)
ylij =

1 if constraint Cijwas labeled ‘l’
0 otherwise
(5.3)
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Where wcc represents a weight vector learned during the training process such
that wcc · φlpcc (ij, ik) is maximized when the user attempts to simultaneously apply
constraint ’l’ between objects ’i’ and ’j’ and constraint ’p’ between objects ’i’ and ’k’.
The φ
c
feature vector is built out of the normalized aeff , ap and ad behavioral
cues while the φlpcc features capture the relative evolution of the aeff behavioral cue
calculated for the ’l’ constraint with respect to the same parameter evaluated for the
’p’ constraint. More specifically, using the data captured for the aeff parameters
during the past 10 seconds we evaluate φlpcc (ij, ik) as follows:
dSS(Cˆ
l
ij, Cˆ
p
ik, t) =
∣∣∣aeff (Cˆ lij, t)− aeff (Cˆpik, t)∣∣∣+ 1
aeff
(
Cˆ lij, t
) + 1
aeff
(
Cˆpik, t
) (5.4)
φlpcc (ij, ik) =
1
min
t
(
dSS
(
Cˆ lij, Cˆ
p
ik, t
)) t ∈ (t0 − 10s, t0) (5.5)
Here dSS represents the distance to simultaneous satisfaction of the evaluated con-
straints ’l’ and ’p’. The Cˆ lij term represents the estimated label for the Cij variables
while t0 is the current time value. The dSS function is minimized when both con-
straints are close to being satisfied.
The compatibility of a particular label assignment is measured for each of our
nodes using the following energy function:
E =
∑
r∈V
Ψtr +
∑
(r,u)∈Ecc
Ψru (5.6)
E =
∑
r∈V
∑
l∈Kr
ylr
(
wc · φtc (r)
)
+
∑
(r,u)∈Ecc
∑
(l,p)∈(Kr×Ku)
ylry
p
u
(
wcc · φlpcc (r, u)
)
(5.7)
For a simplified notation, above we used V to represent the set of vertices in our
model while Kr and Ku represent the set of labels that can be assigned to each of our
vertices. Similarly, Ecc is the set of edges included in our model. The energy function
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E will be maximized when the feature vector φ
c
is likely to represent users’ intent to
apply a constraint ’l’ between objects ’i’ and ’j’ while φcc is likely to represent users’
intent to simultaneously apply multiple constraints.
5.6.4 Training and Employing the Model
While training the model, the weight vectors w are learned such that the energy
function E is maximized given a labeled training data set: (xn, yn), n ∈ [1, N ]. Here
xn represents an observation and yn the label associated with it. To achieve this, we
will minimize the average Hamming loss function, or training error defined as:
L (y¯, yˆ) =
∑
r∈V
∑
l∈Kr
∣∣y¯lr − yˆlr∣∣ (5.8)
Where y¯ represents the ground truth labeling solution given as training data and
yˆ represent the labels inferred based on our current estimate for the weight vector w.
In what follows w represents the weight vector wc that has appended at its end
the values of wcc. Similarly, we build vector Ψ by merging the vectors y
l
rφ
t
c
(r) and
ylry
p
uφ
lp
cc (r, u) used in equation 5.7. As shown in [179, 172, 176], we can minimize our
loss function by solving the following quadratic optimization problem :
min
w,ξ≥0
1
2
wTw + Cξ
s.t.∀y¯1, ..., y¯N ∈ {0, 0.5, 1}Q : 1
N
wT
N∑
i=1
[Ψ (xi, yi)−Ψ (xi, y¯i)] ≥ 1
N
N∑
i=1
L (y¯i, yi)− ξ
(5.9)
Where C and ξ represent the constant and the slack variable specific to the SSVM
optimization algorithm proposed in [179]. The efficiency of the algorithm depends on
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the speed with which we evaluate the following expression:
y¯i = argMax
yˆ∈{0,0.5,1}Q
[
L (yi, yˆ) + w
TΨ (xi, yˆ)
]
(5.10)
As explained above the wTΨ term represents the energy function E. In equation
5.7 the indicator variables y belongs to the {0, 1} domain. Since each vertex in our
model can take only one label, the y variables are subject to the following constraint:
∀r ∈ V : ∑
l∈Kr
ylr = 1. In order to resolve this maximization problem (equation 5.10)
in an efficient manner we relax the solution space of our y variables to the {0, 0.5, 1}
domain and employ the GLPK [180] mixed-integer programming solver.
During the assembly intention inference procedure, the energy function E is max-
imized with respect to the indicator variables y, given the learned parameters w and
the observed behavioral cues φ. This inference problem can be formulated as a par-
ticular case of equation 5.10 in which the loss function L is 0. Therefore, the inference
can be resolved using the same mixed integer programing approach mentioned above.
As a result, the assembly constraint recognition is achieved in real time (0.0012s)
while using a 4 core CPU running at 2.5 GHz and 16 GB of RAM. The CRF model
is learned offline, in approximately 34 minutes, when the training is done on 250
assembly examples.
5.7 Paving the Way towards User-Centered Inter-
faces
It is well-known that human skills, including dexterity, vary significantly among peo-
ple. By identifying users’ intent to perform manipulative tasks that involve high
dexterity skills, our system is able to assist them in achieving the intended manipu-
lation by increasing the resolution with which they control the virtual hand model.
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Namely, once an assembly intention is detected, the control-display (CD) ratio can
be dynamically varied [34] such that a large or coarse hand movement in the phys-
ical space can control fine hand model movements in the virtual environment. The
same principles of intention detection are embedded in our IDS selection method
[169]. Aided by this technique our virtual object manipulation methods are capa-
ble of adapting automatically to the users’ subjective need for various levels of hand
placement and tracking fault tolerance. Such need depends on factors like dexterity,
visual acuity, and subjective preferences.
The level of hand placement fault tolerance offered by our system increases pro-
portionally to the values assumed by the ap and ad behavioral cues as well as the
opening of the user’s hand (see section 4.1). Note that a person with inferior hand
control will instinctively open the hand more in the attempt to perform a coarser
object selection, or a power grip instead of a precision grip on the objects of interest.
By identifying such behavioral cues our system automatically adapts to the user’s
subjective need for higher hand placement fault tolerance. A similar observation can
be made for the case in which a user is uncertain about the relative position of his/her
hands with respect to the virtual objects that the user intends to grab. Such uncer-
tainty can be caused by the subjective ability of the user to perceive the elements of
the virtual scene and/or their location in the virtual 3D space. Furthermore, for the
cases in which the user shows hand jitter, hesitation or lower hand control, the ap
behavioral cue will assume high values with respect to the coupling element or object
around which the user’s virtual hand oscillates. As a result, our inference method is
able to identify the targeted assembly constraint at an early stage, and tolerate such
hand placement or body tracking faults.
In other words, the methods described in this paper contribute to the advancement
towards user centered interfaces by adapting to the subjective abilities and needs of
the user.
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5.8 Empirical Evaluation
Different people took part to the different user studies described below. Before tak-
ing part in the actual tests, the participants witnessed a brief demonstration of the
capabilities of the interface. Then, they were allowed to experiment by themselves
with the elements of the interface for no more than 5 minutes. The participants were
also informed that they could use their natural gestures, however they prefer in order
to accomplish the tasks involved in the tests below.
5.8.1 Guiding Push
In the following study the users stood approximately 2m in front of the projective
screen described in the System Setup section. A Kinect camera was placed in front
of the screen to track the user’s movement. This pilot study was done before we
integrated the finger tracking camera from LeapMotion into our system. Therefore,
in order to track the approximate flexion of our participants fingers we asked them
to wear on their right hand a data glove equipped with 5 flex sensors.
In the test below we evaluate the performance differences between the proposed
virtual object push method (IDP) and the physics based push method (PBP). While
using the PBP method the object pushing is controlled by simulating the contact
forces between the hand model and the virtual objects. We choose to compare our
method with the PBP method due to the fact that the physics based manipulation
methods are well established approaches, that are aimed at the goal at which our
methods aim: enabling the manipulation of virtual objects by means of natural hand
gestures. Therefore, we are comparing the efficiency of these two methods and the
capabilities they afford for executing common but challenging pushing tasks. In order
to do so we test the two pushing methods on bodies bounded by surfaces that facilitate
their placement in a stable equilibrium position such as cubes and unstable bodies
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such as spheres. These objects are pushed over flat and inclined surfaces. The pushed
cubes have a 3cm side length, while the spheres have a radius of 2.25cm (figure 5.8).
During the test we evaluate the hypothesis stating that the IDP method is more
efficient than the PBP method for pushing virtual objects using natural hand gestures.
Test Population
Thirty users took part in our experiment. Their age range between 20 and 35, median
age 25, including 13 female participants and 4 left handed. Eleven have declared
that they do not play video games or work with 3D CAD software packages and
virtual environments. Eight are sometimes using such 3D environments and 11 use
them frequently. The test lasted approximately 30 minutes and the participants were
compensated 10$ for their participation.
Pushing on Horizontal Surfaces
In order to evaluate the efficiency of our pushing method we considered the following
performance parameters: 1) Time efficiency, which is the amount of time spent by the
user while completing a pushing task, and 2) Perceived effort, which is the amount
of effort spent by the user while performing the task. The most efficient pushing
method is considered to be the one which minimizes both of the above performance
parameters.
To evaluate these parameters, the participants were asked to position a body on
a designated target by pushing it. The participants are free to choose any body
belonging to the group of cubes or spheres shown in figure 5.8. During these tasks
the hand model wore a semitransparent mesh such that objects could not become
occluded by it. Once a new placement target is assigned a distinctive sound is played
and the designated target blinks purple (figure 5.8 case 1) until the user performs a
stable placement of an object on it. An object placement is considered to be stable if
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the object remains in contact with the red center of the placement target for at least
2s. During this time the placed object blinks bright green as seen in figure 5.8 case 1.
Figure 5.8: Pushing on horizontal plane surfaces: push case 1) over short distances,
case 2) over medium distances, case 3) over large distances and increased noise con-
ditions.
After the participant performed a stable placement the system assigned a new
target. The time passed between the moment in which the target was assigned and
the moment in which the user completed a stable placement was recorded and used
for measuring the time efficiency parameter. Following the procedure above, the user
positioned objects on all the targets shown in figure 5.8. After performing a stable
placement on each target the participant was notified that the pushing method will
be switched to the other push method. Then the exact same procedure was followed
while using the other method of pushing.
In order to minimize the influence of chance on the test outcomes this process
was repeated 3 times for each type of object, pushing method and user. Therefore,
each participant tried to position 3 spheres and 3 cubes using each of the two pushing
methods. As expected the first pushing trials are the slowest for each participant. To
avoid biasing the data, the first pushing method with which the test process begins
was changed with each user. Therefore, the tests are counterbalanced and the 2
pushing methods are evaluated in identical conditions. At the end of the test each
user was asked to evaluate the following statements:
“1. The Intent Driven Push method requires less effort for pushing virtual objects
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than the Physics Based Pushing method.”
 strongly agree  agree  neutral  disagree  strongly
disagree
“2. It was easier to push virtual objects while using the Physics Based Pushing
method than with the Intent Driven Push method.”
 strongly agree  agree  neutral  disagree  strongly
disagree
The above Likert scale is used to evaluate the effort efficiency parameter. We use
the second statement in order to identify and avoid wording related misunderstand-
ings.
Results
As figure 5.9 shows the IDP method appears to be 150% faster than the PBP method
while pushing stable objects. This means that the time required by the PBP method
for achieving the aforementioned pushing task represents 250% of the time required
by IDP.
We run repeated measures one-way ANOVA tests to verify if the collected data
provides significant evidences to support the above observations. The variances of
the data collected for the 2 methods are stabilized by applying a natural logarithm
transformation on the timing data. The results show that the IDP method allows
users to position virtual objects significantly faster than the physics based pushing
alternative (F1,29 = 117.2, p < 0.001, η
2 = 0.8). Furthermore, while trying to place
spheres by using the PBP method none of the participants managed to complete one
test trial. Three participants managed to position a total of 8 spheres on 2 of the
assigned targets before they abandoned the test. On the other hand, by using the
IDP method all participants managed to place spheres on all 3 targets 3 times, and
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Figure 5.9: The total pushing time parameters averaged over the entire test popula-
tion. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the performance of each user
while pushing on horizontal surfaces
therefore complete the test.
To evaluate the interaction between the pushing distance and the pushing method
as well as the effect of this interaction on the task completion time we run a two-
way multivariate repeated measures ANOVA test in which the push method and
the distance of push are the independent variables. The results show that there
is no significant interaction between these two factors in terms of pushing times
(F1,29 = 3.1, p > 0.05, η
2 = 0.09).
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Pushing on Inclined Plane Surfaces
Here we test the efficiency and the capabilities offered by the two methods for pushing
objects in the following common cases: 1) Pushing an object up an inclined surface.
2) Pushing an object while the object and the hand model become occluded during
pushing. 3) Pushing under tracking noise conditions.
The participants that took part in the previous push test also are took part in the
current test.
Procedure
Following a similar procedure to what was previously described for pushing, we tested
the 2 methods on the pushing case illustrated in figure 5.10. The slope of the ramps
on which the users had to push their objects is 35 degrees. The second pushing case
occurred when users were pushing objects behind the first ramp in order to bring
them close to the second placement target and the third case occurred while pushing
objects on the ramp situated in the corner of the table. The table top was positioned
such that its side edges are in close proximity to the limits of the field of view (FOV)
of the tracking camera. When the users try to get close to these limits, parts of
their body might leave the FOV of the camera or might get occluded by other body
parts. In consequence, the image processing and tracking algorithms cannot collect
sufficient information about the position of users’ body parts in order to produce
reliable outputs. This fact translates into an increased frequency of tracking noise
occurrence. In order to save time, the users were allowed to try reaching each of the
assigned targets for 3 minutes. If they did not manage to succeed or if they abandoned
the task the time measurement was considered to be 3 minutes.
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Figure 5.10: Pushing on inclined plane surfaces: push case 1) over short distances,
case 2) over large distances and increased noise conditions.
Results
While employing the PBP method, none of the users managed to push a sphere onto
the assigned targets. Out of the 180 trials of pushing cubes up onto the inclined
plane using the PBP 26.6% resulted in task abandon. On the other hand, when using
the IDP method the users managed to complete the test without a single abandon
during the cube pushing trials as well as the sphere pushing trials. Furthermore, the
IDP method showed to be more than 504% faster than the PBP method during the
cube pushing task (figure 5.11). Following the procedure used in the previous pushing
test we verify to see if the collected data provides enough evidence to support these
observations. The one way repeated measures ANOVA test shows that the IDP
method is significantly faster than the PBP method: F1,29 = 274.3, p < 0.001, η
2 =
0.9.
Interpreting the Pushing Test Results
In all the pushing tests described above the IDP method proved to be remarkably
faster than the PBP. In addition, 83.3% of the participants strongly agreed that the
IDP method requires less effort for selection than the PBP method while the rest
agreed with the same statement. If we map these responses on a scale between 0
(Strongly Disagree) to 1 (Strongly Agree) the standard deviation of users’ response
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Figure 5.11: The total pushing time parameters averaged over the entire test popu-
lation. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the performance of each
user while pushing on inclined plane surfaces.
is 0.06. These results confirm the hypothesis which states that the IDP method
is more efficient than the PBP pushing technique. While using the PBP method
none of the users managed to complete a full test on pushing spheres. Furthermore,
they gave up in 26% of the trials even while attempting to push cubes on inclined
surfaces using the PBP method. The manipulation difficulties that led to such results
were mainly caused by the hand placement imprecision shown by the users and the
tracking uncertainties previously explained. In those cases in which the pushing
brings into contact surfaces that do not offer a stable physical equilibrium, such as
the spherical surfaces or the inclined planes, a single hand placement fault often leads
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to a large uncontrolled displacement of the manipulated object. Often times, due
to tracking uncertainties, the manipulated objects were struck by the hand model
with uncontrolled force in an uncontrolled direction. As our data shows, the above
problems are severely affecting the manipulation capabilities offered by the physics
based pushing method. Because all physics based manipulation methods rely on the
same physics principles we can conclude that all such methods will suffer similar
limitations. These results come to confirm the arguments we used while comparing
our methods with the physics based methods in the Related Work section: Due to the
lack of tolerance to hand placement and tracking faults, the physics based methods
become inefficient and even impractical under our work conditions. On the other
hand, all test trials were completed by all users in a timely manner while using the
Intent Driven Push method.
5.8.2 Manipulation Intention Recognition
Here we focus on analyzing the robustness of our classification methods to gesture
variability. Note that the grasp release, object translation, and object rotation ges-
tures have never been misclassified because they involve straightforward events that
we can consistently detect and interpret correctly. Therefore we are testing the ma-
nipulation gestures that are occasionally misclassified: grasping, guiding push and
hitting.
Test Population
Thirty participants were recruited to take part in this study. Their ages range from
22 to 35, with a median age of 25, including 14 female participants and 3 left handed.
Twelve have declared that they do not play video games or work with 3D CAD
software packages and virtual environments. Seven are sometimes using such 3D
environments and 11 use them frequently. The test lasted approximately 20 minutes
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and the participants were compensated 10$ for their participation.
Procedure
During the test the virtual environment shown in figure 5.12 was rendered. In order
to evaluate the performance of our gesture classification methods the users were asked
to perform 20 repeated trials of each of the 3 manipulation types: grasp, push and hit.
The green objects shown in figure 5.12 have been assigned as target objects during
the trials. Their size is 0.5× 3.3× 14cm. These objects afford 15 different grip types,
out of which 7 are illustrated in figure 5.13. The other grasp types can be seen in the
grasp taxonomy presented in [11].
Figure 5.12: The intention recognition test
In the case in which the system classifies the currently observed actions to a
grasping attempt the color of the object that is currently manipulated changes to
yellow. Otherwise, if a pushing intent is inferred the color of the object at hand will
change to purple, or to white if a hit is inferred. At the same time the effect of such
intentions is simulated as previously described. The number of times in which the
system inferred the wrong manipulative intentions was counted based on the observed
graphical feedback as well as the user’s feedback.
The guiding push gestures were executed using various parts of the hand as the
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Figure 5.13: Several of the types of grips that are afforded by our experimental setup
contact surface: the finger tips, the outside and inside arch of the hand model, the
lateral side of the hand that contains the little finger, etc. The recognition of various
hitting gestures was evaluated in a similar manner as the guiding push gestures. The
results of these tests are synthesized in the confusion matrix shown in figure 5.14.
Figure 5.14: The confusion matrix summarizing the intention classification perfor-
mance
Results
While testing the recognition of grasping intentions, the data acquired for two par-
ticipants showed that our method has a classification success rate of more than two
standard deviations away from the mean value of the test population, respectively
55% and 65%. One of the possible reason for these exceptional performances might be
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the fact that both of these participants were tested at 7 PM after business hours and
in consequence it is likely that they were less observant than the other participants.
Also one of them was wearing a very dark shirt which made him more difficult to
track using structured light imaging techniques, and therefore he faced more tracking
noise than normal.
Without considering these two outliers the tests show an average success rate of
86.4% for grasping, 87.7% for pushing and 97.2% for hitting. The robustness of our
methods against the hand gestures variability can be seen in the standard deviation of
our success rates across the test population for: grasping 8.5%, pushing 7.4%, hitting
2.5%. The data shows that most of the misclassified gestures are confused with hitting
gestures which correspond to highly accelerated hand motion. These inference errors
are mainly caused by tracking uncertainties. By employing a larger number of tracking
cameras that are properly distributed the amount of observation uncertainty as well
as tracking uncertainties will be reduced. Another possible approach to improve the
false hit classification is to involve more information into the decision making process.
Machine learning techniques are often used to approach this type of problems.
5.8.3 Assembly Intention Inference
In the following user study, will compare the success rate of the proposed intent
driven constraint recognition technique (IDCR) with the geometry dominant con-
straint recognition alternative. As explained in our Related Work section, the current
state of the art constraint recognition techniques select a particular constraint based
on geometric information alone. Namely, a constraint is selected if the output of a
characteristic distance function is minimized or falls within a certain domain. Such
distance functions are defined in terms of constraint specific angle and/or distance
measurements [44, 45]. For example, the distance to constraint satisfaction function
described in section 5.6 is one of such function, which is applicable to our general
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assembly goal.
We tested the behavior of these techniques when applied to the general assembly
case in which constraints can be applied between all the geometric primitives that
define the manipulated objects. The assembled virtual objects are cubes where the
face of each cube has two extra coupling elements, that represent sub regions of the
face, as shown in figure 5.15. These surface sub regions have been added in order to
test the performance of the evaluated methods for the case in which the user intends
to position an edge or a corner on a particular sub region of the surface of a specific
object. In this case the distance to constraint satisfaction is evaluated with respect
to the center of the circular area that represents the sub region area. The size of the
manipulated objects is 10 × 10 × 10 cm while the radius of the circles that represent
sub regions is 4 mm. Before employing the IDCR technique, we trained our CRF
model using the data acquired while 10 different users attempt to execute various
virtual object assemblies. None of the 10 users on which our inference model was
trained participated in the tests described below.
Figure 5.15: The Assembled virtual objects: 1) The virtual hand model, 2) The
manipulated virtual object, 3) Examples of surface sub regions, 4) The virtual object
on which the manipulated object is assembled.
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Test Population
Thirty users took part in our experiment. Their age ranged between 21 and 57,
median age 25, including 14 women. Nine have declared that they do not play video
games or work with 3D CAD software packages and virtual environments. Twelve
are sometimes using such 3D environments and 9 use them frequently. The test
lasted approximately 75 minutes and the participants were compensated 10$ for their
participation.
Apparatus
During this user study our test participants stood approximately 2m in front of the
projective screen described in the System Setup section. In front of the screen a Leap
Motion stereo camera was placed to track users’ hands and fingers. On the screen,
the virtual environment shown in figure 5.16 was displayed.
Figure 5.16: The environment displayed during the test: 1) The manipulated virtual
object, 2) and 3) The passive virtual objects on which the manipulated object can be
assembled.
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Procedure
During the study, our participants were asked to grab and manipulate the cubical
virtual objects shown in figure 5.16, in order to enforce a specified set of assembly
constraints. For example, one of their tasks was to align two edges such that they
are parallel or coincident. Before each trial we specified the type of geometric con-
straint that needed to be applied between the object which the user grasps and the
suspended objects , respectively objects 2 and 3 in figure 5.16. In each assembly trial,
the assigned constraint must be applied between well-defined geometric primitives.
To avoid confusion, the targeted geometric primitives had their mesh highlighted in
blinking bright colors, as can be seen in figure 5.16 on objects 1 and 2. Overall, each
of our participants performed 25 trials in which they attempted to apply 7 types of
constraints under different conditions. In total our test involved 750 assembly trials
in which the users tried to apply the following constraint types:
Figure 5.17: Applying coplanar constraints between faces: 0) The face of the manip-
ulated object that was assigned to be constrained, 1) The face of the passive object
that was assigned to be constrained, 2),3),4) The other faces of the two passive ob-
jects on which our participants applied coplanar constraints between faces during the
other trials.
Case a) Coplanar constraints between faces: To test the recognition of this con-
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straint, our participants were asked to overlap a designated face of the manipulated
object on a specified face of another object such that the two faces were coplanar.
Each of our participants tried to apply this constraint during 4 different situations in
which different faces of different orientations were assigned to be constrained. The
faces that were designated to overlap were highlighted in green as shown in figure
5.17.
Case b) Incidence constraints between points and faces: While testing the recog-
nition of this constraint we asked our participants to position a corner of the manipu-
lated object on the 3 different faces during 3 different trials. In each trial, the corner
on which the constraint was applied was blinking bright red while the face subjected
to this constraint blinked green as illustrated in figure 5.18.
Figure 5.18: Applying incidence constraints between a point and a face: 0) The corner
of the manipulated object that was assigned to be constrained, 2) The face of the
passive object that was assigned to be constrained, 1),3) The other faces of the two
passive objects on which our participants applied such constraints during the other
trials.
Case c) Coincidence constraints between points: In this case, the constraint recog-
nition is tested while our participants perform 5 trials to overlap several corners of
the manipulated objects with 5 different corners of the passive objects. In each trial
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Figure 5.19: Applying coincident constraints between points: 1 marks the corners
which were involved in our constraint recognition test. During each test trial the
coincident constraint was applied between a corner of the manipulated object and
one of the corners of the passive objects.
a pair of corners are assigned to be constrained and their mesh blinks bright red as
shown in figure 5.19
Case d) Incidence constraint between edges and points: To test the recognition
of this constraint type we asked our participants to bring into contact a corner of
the manipulated object with one of the edges of the passive object. Each participant
repeated this test three times for the three edges marked in figure 5.20. The corner
that was assigned to be constrained was blinking red while the edge was blinking
green as shown below.
Case e) Parallel constraints between edges: In order to test the ability to recognize
this constraint we asked our participants to position a specified edge of the manip-
ulated object such that it was parallel to a designated edge of the passive objects.
The edges that were subjected to the constraint were blinking bright green. The
users repeated this test trial on different edges having different orientation as shown
in figure 5.21. Often during this test case our participants attempted to overlap the
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Figure 5.20: Applying coincident constraints between a point and an edge: 0) Marks
the corner which was involved in our constraint recognition test. 1) Marks the edges
of the passive objects on which the constraint was applied during the different trials.
designated edges due to the fact that when the edges overlap it is easier for them
perceive the relative orientation of the edges that are constrained.
Case f) Intersection constraints between an edge and a sub-region of a surface:
In order to test the recognition of this constraint type, we asked our participants to
position a specific edge of the manipulated object such that it intersected a particular
sub-region of one of the passive objects. During the test, each participant tried to
apply this constraint on the sub-regions marked in figure 5.22. The edge of the
manipulated object that was assigned to be constrained was blinking bright green
during the test, while the sub region on which the constraint had to be enforced
blinked bright blue.
Case g) Incidence constraint between points and sub-regions of surfaces: In this
test trial we asked our participants to position a corner of the manipulated object on
a particular sub region of the passive objects. Each participant attempted to apply
this constraint on the different regions marked in figure 5.23. During the test the
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Figure 5.21: Applying parallel constraints between edges: 1 marks the edges which
were involved in our constraint recognition test.
corner was blinking bright red while the sub-region on which the constraint had to
be applied was blinking blue as shown below.
The tracking data that was acquired during this experiment was used to run
the proposed constraint recognition technique as well as the alternative geometry
dominant constraint recognition method. Therefore, the evaluated methods were
tested in identical conditions, on identical input data. The output of these methods
was an ordered list of the constraints considered to be the ones which the user intended
to apply at a specific moment in time. The list is ordered in terms of the strength of
the evidence that the user attempted to apply a specific constraint. In the case of the
IDCR technique the user’s strength of intent was estimated using the energy function
defined in equation 5.7. While in the case of the geometric dominant technique the
strength of evidence was inversely proportional to the dS function.
Results
Often times when a specific constraint is applied other constraints are implicitly
satisfied. For example, when we overlap two faces the corners that are adjacent to
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Figure 5.22: Applying intersection constraints between an edge and a sub-region of a
surface: 1) marks the sub-regions which were involved in our constraint recognition
test while 0) marks the edge assigned to be constrained.
one face can implicitly become incident to the other face. Therefore, it is important
for our constraint recognition technique to be able to recognize an ordered list of the
constraints which the user most likely intends to apply. Some of the constraints that
are related to the targeted constraint are likely to become satisfied even before the
targeted constraint is satisfied. Therefore, such constraints might be placed ahead
of the targeted constraint on the hierarchy of the output list. However, the closer
to the top of the hierarchy of the output list the targeted constraint becomes, the
stronger is the intention disambiguation offered by the tested constraint recognition
technique. We will assign to the top of the hierarchy an index 0 which increases
as the hierarchical position of the targeted constraint decreases. In the following
text we use the term negative score to refer to this hierarchical index. A constraint
recognition failure occurs when the targeted constraint is not included in the output
list or when untargeted constraints that are not implicitly satisfied along with the
targeted constraint are wrongfully placed in the output list on a higher hierarchical
position than the targeted constraint.
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Figure 5.23: Applying incident constraints between a point and a sub-region of a
surface: 1) marks the sub-regions which were involved in our constraint recognition
test while 0) marks the corner assigned to be constrained.
Figure 5.24.a summarizes the results achieved across the entire test population in
terms of the position of the targeted constraint in the hierarchy of the output list of
the IDCR method. The median negative score achieved by our method is 3 while
the standard deviation of this result is 4.54. Figure 5.24.b shows the same perfor-
mance metric evaluated for the geometry dominant constraint recognition method.
The median negative score achieved by this method is 8 while the standard deviation
of this score is 7.58. This data shows that the proposed technique offers stronger as-
sembly intention disambiguation than the geometry dominant constraint recognition
alternative.
The majority of the negative scores larger than 19 represent unrecognized con-
straints. The graphs in figure 5.24 suggest a significant difference between the tested
methods in terms of their rates of success. Across the 750 test trials the IDCR tech-
nique showed a rate of success of 89.14%. On the other hand, the alternative method
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Figure 5.24: a)The negative scores achieved overall test population while using the
proposed intent driven constraint recognition method when tested on the 25 assembly
cases. b)The negative scores achieved by the geometry dominant constraint recogni-
tion alternative when tested on the same data.
proved to succeed in 63.36% of the trials. To verify if the collected data provides
significant evidences to support the above observations we ran repeated measures
one-way ANOVA tests. The result showed that the proposed technique has a sig-
nificantly higher rate of success than the geometry dominant constraint recognition
methods (F1,29 = 116.7, p < 0.001, η
2 = 0.80).
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5.9 Current Limitations and Future Developments
One of the most important limitations of our intention inference algorithms is the
maximum wrist speed shown during gestures that can be segmented by our system,
which is imposed by the performance of our body tracking method. Specifically, we
acquire tracking data at an approximate rate of 30Hz, and we need to use multiple
samples2 to filter the potential detection noise due to tracking uncertainties. Such
noise is the cause behind most of the spikes shown by the hand speed profiles rendered
in Figure 5.25. In the current set of motion samples, we require 3 frames to indicate
that we are reaching the end tail of the descending Gaussian profile of the wrist speed,
while the preceding 3 frames also indicate a descending trend of the speed. In other
words, the fastest descending Gaussian profile that we identify cannot occur in less
than 198ms (6 frames), which limitation is imposed by the current imaging hardware
capabilities. In addition, the tracking uncertainties make an analytical evaluation of
the lower bound on the speed of the traceable gestures difficult. Due to these reasons
we can only provide an empirical lower bound of 1 cm/s obtained through 30 repeated
trials.
In the current implementation the size of the smallest feature that can be prac-
tically selected is limited to 0.6cm [169] due to the measurement resolution featured
by our 3D imaging camera. This hardware limitation could be improved by applying,
during the selection procedure, the principles of intent driven motion scaling proposed
above for assembly tasks. Thus, the user could use large hand movements to control
the fine motion of the hand model in the virtual space. On the other hand, this
scaling strategy could easily drive the user outside of his/her natural working space,
which is a common problem in practically all human-computer interfaces with sev-
eral potential solutions being proposed [25]. Another well-known challenge in virtual
object manipulation is performing a selection of different geometric features whose
2In this work we use information from 4 frames for data filtering.
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Figure 5.25: The hand speed profiles recorded during the following manipulation task:
(HR) hand reaching, object grasping, (OT) object transport,(OOA) object orientation
adjustment, object positioning, and finally pushing the object (OP) into the desired
position and orientation.
sizes are orders of magnitude apart.
Currently our system allows the user to apply one hand grasp on one object at a
time, even for objects that cannot be physically grasped with one hand. For example,
we cannot physically grasp with one hand a rigid flat surface that is larger than the
area covered by our extended hand. While there are many potential strategies for
improving the physical realism of the grasping simulation, the exploration of such
strategies is outside of the scope of this manuscript.
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Discussion
The empirical data presented in section 5.8.2 shows that tracking faults represent one
of the main classes of disturbing factors that affect our gesture recognition methods.
These tracking uncertainties mainly occur for parts of the body that are affected by
occlusion, imaging noise, low reflectivity, light glare, or body parts that cannot be
distinguished from others due to the perceived similarities caused by low imaging
resolution or other factors. Given the speed with which the Kinect camera gained
popularity, as well as other commercial 3D imaging devices, I expect that in the next
few years we will have available on the market 3D imaging systems that offer faster
data acquisition rates and higher imaging resolution. Such sensing improvements
will alleviate part of the tracking uncertainties we see today. However, regardless of
the performance of the employed imaging sensor we will continue to encounter the
tracking challenges caused by unavoidable body part occlusions and similarities be-
tween body parts. By employing a larger number of imaging sensors that are properly
distributed in space we can resolve part of these occlusions. Yet, the self-occlusions
that can affect the fingers of our users will continue to pose a tracking challenge. To
predict finger motion in the context of partially missing tracking information we can
rely on machine learning techniques. As shown in section 5.6, by means of machine
learning we can infer a user’s intended actions based on behavioral cues and contex-
tual information. Although we achieved promising results, the developed methods
serve as a proof of concept and are not aimed to offer an all-inclusive solution to vir-
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tual object manipulation problem. In particular, I have not extended these inference
techniques to simple manipulation procedures like translating and rotating virtual ob-
jects. Therefore, under the influence of tracking uncertainties our system sometimes
infers undesired hitting intentions. Another factor that challenges the proposed inten-
tion inference techniques is the large variability of our natural hand gestures. This is
another reason why the highest rate of confusion of our gesture recognition methods
occurs for grasping gestures (86.4% success rate). However, the 25.78% success rate
improvement shown by our machine learning technique with respect to the perfor-
mance of the current state of the art constraint recognition methods indicates that
the rate of success of our inference methods increases with the amount of relevant
information involved into the inference process. I make this observation based on
the outcome of our experimental tests presented in section 5.8.3. Therefore, by em-
bedding additional relevant information into our intention inference process we can
further improve the success rate of our gesture recognition techniques.
In order to illustrate the potential of the proposed methods, these intention in-
ference techniques are applied to a case of significant complexity. Namely, while
assembling the virtual objects described in section 5.8.3, on each object, we have
defined 38 coupling elements that can join in 937 different ways. Inferring the partic-
ular manner in which the user intends to assemble these object objects becomes a non
trivial challenge in the context of the aforementioned hand placement, body tracking
faults and gesture variability (for reasons explained in section 1.1). By adjusting
the number and the density of the geometric primitives, or coupling elements, that
define the assembled virtual objects the assembly intention inference problem can be
morphed in an arbitrary complexity problem. To identify the particular manner in
which the user intends to assemble these objects, our probabilistic graphical model
(figure 5.7) is conditioned on behavioral cues, geometric parameters and other factors.
Note that our CRF model can be used to approximate the relationship between any
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quantifiable factor and a user’s intent. As shown in [181] such graphical models can
be conditioned on complex heterogeneous information. However, their parameters
are computationally expensive to estimate and therefore we must choose carefully
the associated feature vectors. Part of the used behavioral cues are characterizing
general goal directed actions. Therefore, such cues can be applied to automatically
identify common types of general intentional actions. Due to the general character of
the proposed behavioral cues and the versatile nature of our CRF model, the work
presented here lays the foundation of a general intention inference framework.
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Conclusions
In this thesis I introduce several new virtual object manipulation methods based
on natural hand gestures that do not require the attachment of any hardware on
the user’s body. Compared to the existing physics dominant methods for virtual
object manipulation our techniques show higher robustness to body tracking and
hand positioning faults. In addition, our methods manage to handle a wider range
of types and variations of natural hand gestures than the symbolic manipulation
methods do.
The novelty of our approach stems from the use of characteristic behavioral cues
that have been documented in the neuropsychology literature for specific manipulative
intentions and gestures. I have shown that these behavioral cues can be successfully
used to develop metrics for robustly classifying the observed hand movement into mo-
tion primitives corresponding to manipulative gestures. The resulting intent driven
manipulation methods are tolerant to hand gesture variability, hand placement im-
precision and body tracking uncertainties. In consequence these techniques offer a
user friendly framework in which the operator can use natural gestures to perform
physically plausible object manipulations. The user studies that have been conducted
show that when compared to the physics based interaction methods, our object push-
ing method affords a faster and more efficient virtual object manipulation. In fact,
our methods afford common types of object manipulations which are impractical or
at least difficult to achieve while using the physics based manipulation methods.
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This thesis introduces a new virtual object selection technique. If compared with
the existent selection methods, our approach affords the use of natural hand gestures
to select objects whose dimensions are smaller than the tracking resolution of the
employed system. The proposed technique offers a seamless selection disambiguation
mechanism, which does not require the user to leave the current manipulation context
or use symbolic gestures and buttons.
Additionally, the manner in which users intend to assemble virtual objects is esti-
mated by relying on machine learning techniques to evaluate the correlation between
the proposed behavioral cues and a user’s intent. The resulting technique enables
natural virtual object assembly procedures in which every geometric primitive of the
manipulated object can be coupled with any other geometric primitive. The perfor-
mance of the resulting constraint recognition method had been tested by means of
user studies. The collected data shows that proposed intent driven constraint recogni-
tion method offers a stronger assembly intention disambiguation and a 25.78% higher
success rate than the alternative constraint recognition techniques. Furthermore,
we have shown that by means of intention inference we can develop interfaces that
automatically adapt to the preferences or subjective needs of their users.
However the methods presented in this manuscript serve as a proof of concept and
do not offer a comprehensive solution to the virtual object manipulation problem.
More specifically, I have not applied our inference techniques to simple manipula-
tion procedures like translating and rotating virtual objects. Therefore, under the
influence of the aforementioned tracking uncertainties, sometimes our system infers
undesired hitting intentions. Also, the virtual object grasping simulation could be
represented in a more realistic fashion. You can find in section 5.9 a discussion on
several of the many other problems that remain unsolved.
The work presented here advances the state of the art in 3DUIs towards more user-
friendly or even person centered user interfaces by developing user adaptable interfaces
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driven by intention inference. This can dramatically shorten the time required by a
novice user to start performing efficient virtual object manipulations.
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